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 Volume XXII] March, 1907 [Number i

 POLITICAL SCIENCE

 QUARTERLY

 BRITISH COLONIAL POLICY, 1754-1765

 HE comparatively short period of time embraced within

 the dates of I754 and 1765 was filled with events of

 momentous importance in the history of the British

 Empire. These few years witnessed both a vast extension of

 the Empire, and also the organized beginnings of a movement

 tending towards its disruption. In so far as any war can decide

 so fundamental an event apart from the underlying conditions

 predetermining its issue, the success of British arms in America

 decided that the civilization of North America was to be Anglo-

 Saxon, not Latin in character. In India a signal, though not a
 final check was given to French ambitions, and a firm founda-

 tion was laid for future British political supremacy. In West

 Africa also a policy of territorial acquisition was definitely

 adopted. It is not the purpose of this essay to describe these

 well-known events. The prospects of future imperial expansion,

 disclosed by the victories in India and in Africa, will be disre-

 garded, and attention will be paid solely to the Empire in

 America.

 On the other hand, it is not the intention to analyze the

 deeply seated causes that led to the secession of the North

 American colonies from the Empire. Felix qui potuit rerum

 cognoscere causas. To acquire such a state of happiness would

 necessitate an exhaustive examination of the Empire's develop-

 ment from its very origins. The tendency towards independ-

 ence was present at the outset. It was in part due to the extreme
 individualism of the settlers, a characteristic which, while pos-
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 2 POLITICAL SCIENCE QUARTERLY [VOL. XXII

 sessing distinct advantages, is not conducive to the creation of

 large political entities. In part also this tendency was due to

 the fact that the movement of colonization was largely the re-

 sult of private enterprise. The mother country sanctioned the

 movement, supervised and aided it, and thus incurred definite

 responsibilities. But the colonies were not incorporated as

 organic parts of the English body politic. They were expected

 to provide the funds for their own local public affairs, and, to a

 great extent with this object in view, large powers of self-gov-

 ernment were granted to them. Under these conditions, each

 colony, whether in the Antilles or on the continent, had devel-

 oped a vigorous political life of its own, in which the popular

 branch of the local legislature, through its control of the purse,
 had become the most important factor. Each colony had its

 own historical traditions and institutions, its own peculiar cus-

 toms and usages, to which the home government adapted itself,

 thus giving to the British imperial administrative system a typi-

 cally flexible character, though an unsymmetrical aspect. To a
 great extent, pride of race had disappeared in the colonies, and

 patriotism was bounded by the physical limits of each province.
 The colonist, in general, regarded himself not as an Englishman
 nor even as an American, but as a Barbadian, a Virginian, and

 so on throughout the entire list of British colonies. Thus the

 Empire was a loosely organized political structure, composed of

 a number of heterogeneous colonies with different economic in-
 stitutions and with varying degrees of local self-government, all

 tending, however, toward virtual autonomy.
 In an empire of this nature, one of the most difficult prob-

 lems is to create an effective system of defence which shall
 neither bear inequitably on the taxpayer in the mother country

 nor offend the political principles of the colonists. It is a prob-

 lem for which as yet no solution has been found, and which at

 the present day is one of the most serious of British imperial
 questions. Modern English statesmen have not solved the dif-
 ficulty; they have merely cut the knot. Great Britain is to-day
 chafing at a decision which forces her to provide for virtually
 the entire naval defence of the Empire. Imperial defence was

 the rock upon which the old Empire shattered itself, and toward
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 which simitar disruptive currents in the modern Empire again

 tend to draw the ship of state. The unfortunate experience in

 the past has, however, clearly located the point of danger,

 though other uncharted reefs may still be encountered. In the

 years 1754 to 1765 this question of defence became of supreme

 importance because of the struggle with France. Simulta-

 neously, the looseness of the Empire's organization was empha-

 sized by the trade of the colonies with the enemy, which led to

 reforms tending to increase the efficiency of the imperial

 administrative system. These were the chief colonial questions

 of the time, and it is to them that British statesmen devoted

 their especial attention.

 It is the purpose of this essay to describe the main features

 of English policy during this decade. At the outset, an attempt

 was made to solve the problem of defence by a voluntary union

 of the continental colonies for this purpose. This failed, and

 shortly thereafter war with France was formally declared. The

 chief question during the war was to secure the necessary sup-

 port from the colonies in America, and also to force them to

 subordinate their local interests to those of the Empire as a

 whole by stopping their trade with the enemy. The universal

 success of British arms in all corners of the world, under the

 inspiring genius of Pitt, to a certain extent allowed Great Britain

 a choice as to the direction of the Empire's future expansion in

 America. The discussions on this subject, and the final deci-

 sion reached to retain Canada and not the tropical French

 islands in the West Indies, revealed the fact that a distinct

 change had taken place in the economic theory of colonization.

 This change resulted in some modifications of the laws of trade,

 while at the same time the return of the rich West Indian

 islands to France led to a counter movement intended to increase

 the importance of the British colonies in the same region. The

 old colonial system also required some readjustment in view of

 the territory acquired by the treaty of peace of I 763. At the

 same time, the successes of the war led to increased interest in

 England in colonial affairs generally, and to a desire to reform

 patent abuses in them: hence an attempt, based on the expe-

 rience gained in breaking up the colonial trade with the enemy,
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 4 POLITICAL SCIENCE QUARTERLY [VOL. XXII

 to stop all illegal trade; hence also in part the determination to

 reform the colonial system of defence and to impose parlia-

 mentary taxes for this purpose.

 I. Theory and Practice of Imperial Defence, prior to 1754

 The general formula which summed up the reciprocal duties

 of mother country and colony was that the former owed protec-

 tion, the latter obedience.' Neither protection nor obedience

 were clearly defined terms, yet theory and custom had bestowed

 upon each a fairly distinct meaning. By obedience, in general,

 was meant submission to acts of Parliament affecting the Empire

 as a whole. As the aim of British statesmen had been directed

 more toward creating a commercial than a closely welded polit-

 ical Empire, obedience had come to mean, more specifically,

 conformity with the complex system of laws regulating the trade

 of the Empire. The duty of Great Britain as regards protection

 was also somewhat vague, yet there had developed a well de-

 fined theory of Imperial defence, and with it a general agree-

 ment as to the equitable apportionment of the burden thereof

 among the component parts of the Empire.

 English statesmen fully understood the doctrine of " sea

 power," and recognized that the safety of the Empire depended

 primarily upon British naval strength. Thus in 1764 the Earl
 of Halifax, when secretary of state, wrote; " It is upon the

 Superiority of the Fleets of Great Britain, that the Defence &
 Security of Her Colonies ever have, & ever must principally
 depend." 2 In times of war, the fleet was used for the general

 purposes of naval strategy, for the protection of the coasts of

 IThus in 1766 Grenville said: " Protection and obedience are reciprocal. Great
 Britain protects America; Anmerica is bound to yield obedience." Parl. Hist. i6, p.
 102.

 2Col. Corr. Bahama I, Halifax to Shirley, Oct. 30, 1764. The reference is to a
 series of colonial state papers in the English Record Office called Colonial Correspond-
 ence. Future references to this series will be made in the above abbreviated form.-

 In their report to the House of Commons, February 5, I702, the Board of Trade
 said: "The Safety of his Majts Dominions in America Depending chiefly on the
 Naval force to be sent thither at proper Seasons." B. T. Trade Papers 15, p. 302.
 This reference is to the Board of Trade Papers in the English Public Record Office.
 All future references to this series will be made in the above abbreviated form.
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 the colonies, and for the security of the trade between them

 and the mother country. In time of peace the navy was used

 to protect English and colonial commerce. The ocean in those

 days was not the peaceful highway of the twentieth century.

 British vessels trading to the West Indies were not infrequently

 in time of peace seized by the Spaniards and even by the

 French. The security of this trade depended on the strength

 of the royal navy. Then piracy was the great scourge of the

 eighteenth century, and it was only the naval power of Great

 Britain that forced upon the Barbary corsairs a series of treaties

 removing British and colonial ships from the range of their dep-
 redations. The important trade carried on from the American

 continental colonies to Madeira and to southern Europe in fish,

 lumber and grain depended on this immunity.' The entire

 burden of naval defence fell upon the British taxpayer. In the

 general formula expressing the reciprocal duties of colony and

 mother country, protection meant primarily naval defence.

 There was, however, also a military side to the scheme of

 imperial defence, and on this side the apportionment of the

 respective shares of the burden to be borne by mother country

 and colony was not so simple a matter. During war between

 Great Britain and a European power, the military forces of the
 colonies were often used in conjunction with those of Great

 Britain for operations outside the limits of the colonies. In

 17IO and 171 , during the war of the Spanish Succession, the
 colonies coioperated with the British forces in the operations
 against Nova Scotia and Canada. In the following war, a con-

 siderable body of troops was raised in North America for the

 I Colonial vessels engaged in this trade were furnished with passes by the Admiralty.
 These passes entitled the ship to a free passage unmolested by the Barbary pirates.
 Full details concerning the working of this system in the colonies can be found in the
 Admiralty Records in the English Public Record Office. See especially Admiralty,
 Secretary, Out-Letters 1319 to 1322, and Admiralty, Secretary, In-Letters 3817 to
 3819. A letter of the lieutenant-governor of Virginia to the Admiralty may be quoted
 to indicate the importance of this system. There had been some delay in sending
 the requested passes to Virginia, and on June 22, 1764, Francis Fauquier wrote:

 "The Merchants in this Colony who are concerned in the Corn and Madeira Trade
 are in great Distress, and are daily applying to me for them." Adm. Sec. In-Letters
 38I9. Future references to these documents will be made in the above abbreviated
 form.
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 6 POLITICAL SCIENCE QUARTERLY [VoL. XXII

 unfortunate attack on the Spanish colonies in 1740-41 ;1 and it

 was intended also to use colonial troops in the abortive Canada

 expedition toward the end of the war. In addition, the colonies

 embarked on their own account on military enterprises against

 the French. Such were the expeditions of New England

 against Nova Scotia and Canada at the end of the seventeenth

 and at the beginning of the following century. In this category

 also belongs the successful attack of the New England military

 forces, assisted by the royal navy, on the French fortress of

 Louisburg in 1745. The extent of this cooperation depended

 on the willingness of the colonies to assist and on the ability of

 the English government to recruit soldiers within them, for it

 was recognized that the Crown had no right to command the

 inhabitants of any British colony to march or sail on any ex-

 pedition beyond their own limits.2 Naturally, each colony was

 expected to do its utmost in resisting the attacks of a European

 power in time of war. But the earnest efforts of the English

 government to bring about systematic cooperation among the

 colonies for their joint defence, especially for the protection of

 the most exposed colony on whose security their common

 safety depended, had ended in complete failure.3

 Thus there was no distinct theory nor any well defined prac-

 tice regarding the military activities and duties of the colonies

 in time of war with a European power. On the other hand, it

 was a fundamental principle of English colonial administration

 that during peace in Europe the defence of each colony against

 any local enemy should devolve primarily on the colony itself,

 and that assistance should be given by the mother country only

 13600 men. Am. and W. I. 669. The reference is to the State Papers, Colonial,
 America and West Indies, in the English Public Record Office. All future references

 to this series will be made in the above abbreviated form.

 2?Am. and W. I. 602: Some Considerations upon the Assistance that may be ex-

 pected from the Continent of North America in an Expedition against the Spanish
 West Indies.

 3 Thus in I694 the English government fixed the quotas to be furnished by the col-
 onies for the defence of New York, but the colonies refused to obey these instruc-

 tions. Calendar Colonial, I693-I696, nos. 1253, 1790, 1791, i8i6, I870, i88I,
 2054, el passim. See especially the report of the Board of Trade to the House of
 Lords, February i6, 1702. B. T. Commercial Series II, 641, pp. 362-382.
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 if the situation were so serious as to endanger the Empire as a

 whole. Thus, while the brunt of the Indian wars had fallen on

 the colonies, Great Britain, in response to their insistent requests,

 frequently sent arms and ammunition to them. This was done

 despite the protests of the Ordnance Office, which objected to

 these extraordinary outlays for which Parliament had made no

 provision. Great Britain also spent annually large sums on

 presents for the Indians with the object of securing their friend-

 ship. In addition, the mother country supported garrisons in a

 number of the colonies. The largest forces were kept in the

 West Indian colonies which, on account of their position in the

 midst of Europe's " cock-pit," were exposed to sudden attacks.'

 Owing to the large numerical preponderance of the slave popu-

 lation in these colonies, their military strength was small;

 Jamaica unaided was not even able to cope with the negro in-

 surrections. Similarly, small garrisons were kept in the Ba-

 hamas and the Bermudas, as their strategic value was important

 owing to their location on much frequented trade-routes. Then,

 mainly to protect the fisheries, both of old and new England,

 garrisons were placed in Newfoundland and in Nova Scotia.

 Finally, owing to the refusal of the continental colonies to

 cooperate for defence against the Indians, the mother country

 was forced also to keep small garrisons in the two most exposed

 colonies, New York and South Carolina.2 It was recognized

 that this was a departure from the accepted theory of defence;

 for prior to the great wars in the middle of the century the In-

 dian danger was considered primarily a matter of colonial inter-

 est, and one well within the limits of the military strength of the

 ' Part of the expense of these garrisons was indirectly defrayed by the West Indian

 colonies. Thus Jamaica provided the quarters for the soldiers located there. Cf.

 B. T. Jamaica 58, p. 336; 59, pp. 6o, 82 and II K 44. This was also true in the
 Windward and Leeward Islands, owing to the fact that the four and one-half per

 cent export duty produced a considerable revenue, which the British government had

 promised to devote to the defence of the islands.

 2 New York supplied the provisions for these regular troops. B. T. New York 29

 Hh 126. South Carolina, after the removal of the independent companies to

 Georgia, offered to give additional pay to these regular soldiers if they were again

 placed in the colony. This was done in i746-1748. Wm. Roy Smith, South Car-

 olina, pp. 193-195.
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 8 POLITICAL SCIENCE QUARTERLY [VOL XXII

 continental colonies. In these cases the mother country as-

 sumed a burden which the colonies as a whole were unwilling to

 bear and which was deemed too heavy for either of the two

 colonies most directly concerned. After the establishment of

 Georgia, the South Carolina garrison was temporarily removed

 to the more exposed colony, and was subsequently considerably

 increased.' The charge on the British exchequer on account

 of these permanent forces in the colonies was not large. In

 1737 it was only 453,ooo, and in 1743 it was about .75,000.
 But of these respective amounts, only a small part was spent in

 the continental colonies that ultimately seceded from the Em-

 pire. In I737 only ?io,ooo was thus spent; in I743 .25,000,
 the increase being due to the larger force established in

 Georgia.2 In addition to this purely military expense, Parlia-

 'Col. Records of Georgia I, p. 520.

 'Annual appropriations were made by Parliament for the forces in the colonies

 and in Minorca and Gibraltar. In 1732 the grant was ?i60,214 (5 Geo. II, c. 17);
 in 1733, ?164,835 (6 Geo. II, c. 25, ? xii); in 1734, ?203,996 (7 Geo. II, c. 12);
 in 1736, 216,228 (9 Geo. II, c. 34); in 1737, ?215,710 (io Geo. II, c. 17); in
 1739, ?228,062 (12 Geo. II, c. I9). Of these grants the larger portion was for the
 garrisons in Minorca and Gibraltar. Thus the grant of 1737 was distributed as
 follows:

 Leeward Islands One regiment ?9,776
 Jamaica Eight companies 15,367
 Bahamas One company 2,466
 Bermudas One company I,004
 New York Four companies 7,142
 Georgia One company 3,071
 Nova Scotia and Newfoundland One regiment 9,830

 Nova Scotia and Newfoundland Garrisons and provisions 4,o98

 Total for the above colonies ?52,754
 Minorca and Gibraltar 162,956

 Total grant of 1737 ? 215,710

 These figures are derived from the War Office estimate for 1737 to the Hlouse of
 Commons. Commons Journal 22, p. 740. Cf. also Dinwiddie's Memorial, 1738, in B.
 T. Bermuda 14, M 17. At this time the force in Georgia was considerably increased,

 and at the same time, owing to the war, the parliamentary appropriations for the
 garrisons in the colonies and in Gibraltar and in Minorca grew larger. In 1740 they
 were ?266,203 (13 Geo. II, c. 23); in 1741 they were ?266,512 (14 Geo. II, c.
 41). In 1743 the annual expense of the forces in America was ?73,833, of which

 ?7,141 was spent on the forces in New York, and ?17,88I on those in Georgia.
 Am. and W. I. 670: A State of the annual Expense of the Forces in America, 1743.
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 ment appropriated also large sums for the settlement of Georgia,

 which was to a great extent a military enterprise designed for

 the protection of the Southern colonies. Prior to the outbreak

 of the war in 1739, the annual grants for this purpose averaged

 about 42o,ooo.' After the restoration of peace in 1748, there

 was only a slight increase in the cost of the colonial garrisons,

 about ?8o,ooo being expended yearly for this purpose.2 The

 regiment in Georgia was disbanded at that time, the small force

 in South Carolina being deemed sufficient for the protection of

 the Southern colonies.3 The annual outlay for these "1 inde-
 pendent companies" in New York and South Carolina was in

 1752, 1753 and 1754 only I3,000.4 On the other hand,

 large sums were spent on settling and fortifying Nova Scotia,

 the total parliamentary grants for this military colony aggre-

 gating ?543,625 in the eight years from 1750 to 1757 inclu
 sive.5 Reviewing these facts, it becomes apparent that Great

 Britain was willing to spend large sums upon the defence of the

 outlying frontiers of the Empire, and that she was likewise will-

 ing when necessary to establish garrisons in the most exposed

 colonies. In general, however, the colonies were expected to

 assume the burden of local defence in time of peace. Until the

 outbreak of hostilities with France in the sixth decade of the

 '8 Geo. II, c. 23; 9 Geo. II, c. 34, ? xxiii; io Geo. II, c. I7; 12 Geo. II, c. i9.

 The grants for the forces in the plantations and for those in Minorca and in
 Gibraltar were, in I 75 1 , 753 and I 7 54, ?236,420 (24 Geo. II, C. 47; 26 Geo. II, C.
 25; 27 Geo. II, c. io). In I 752 they were ?229,943 (25 Geo. II, C. 25), of which
 ?1511004 was for Minorca and Gibraltar, and ?78,839 for the colonies (Commons
 Journal 26, p. 308). In the other years these respective amounts were .,:55,360
 and ?8i,o60 (ibid., 26, pp. 528, 85o). These amounts would be increased somewhat
 if the expenditure of the Ordnance Office were taken into account.

 3 Colonial Records of Georgia, pp. 520 522, 523, 527. Detachments of the three

 independent companies in South Carolina were placed in Georgia. Ibid., p. 525.

 4Commons Journal 26, pp. 308, 528, 850. At this time ?36,ooo was spent yearly

 for the forces in Nova Scotia.

 523 Geo. II, c. 21; 24 Geo. II, c. 47; 25 Geo. II, c. 25; 26 Geo. II, c. 23; 27
 Geo. II, c. Io; 28 Geo. II, c. 22; 29 Geo. II, c. 29; 30 Geo. II, c. 26. The par-

 liamentary grants for this purpose decreased from this date on, being ?16,528 in

 1758 (3x Geo. II, c. 33), ?10,595 in I76i (i Geo. III, c. i9) and ?5,684 in I762
 (2 Geo. III, c. 34). Oglethorpe criticized this heavy expenditure very severely. See

 James Oglethorpe to Field Marshal Keith, May 3, 1756. Hist. MSS. Com. IX, 2,

 p. 229b.
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 century, the cost of the permanent garrisons in all the colonies

 was unimportant, and in the case of those that ultimately formed

 the United States it was trifling.

 It was universely recognized at the time that the treaty of

 Aix-la-Chapelle was merely a truce, and that the conflict would

 soon be resumed. The phrase then current in Paris, "1 blte

 comme la paix," expressed the dissatisfaction of the governing

 classes with a treaty gratifying no one of their ambitions. The

 fundamental questions at issue between France and England in

 America had not been settled. The boundary line of Nova

 Scotia. was still in dispute; and, in order to strengthen their
 position, the French erected forts in the disputed area and stirred

 up the Nova-Scotian Indians to attack the English. Similarly

 in the Southwest of North America, a definite boundary line

 had not been agreed upon. Moreover France was building a
 series of forts in the " hinterland" of the North American col-

 onies, connecting Louisiana and Canada and thus confining the

 English to a narrow fringe of land along the coast.- Finally,

 in the West Indies, France on various pretexts delayed the

 evacuation and retained the possession of the four " neutral
 islands," St. Lucia, Dominica, St. Vincent and Tobago, in direct
 violation of the agreement made shortly after the peace of

 1748.2 The prospect of an early renewal of hostilities directed

 the attention of the English government to the system of im-

 perial defence, especially in North America, where France was
 forcing the issue.

 II. Plans for a Union of the Continental Colonies in Iz754
 The English government was loath to renew the struggle.

 Great Britain was in one of her frequent pessimistic moods,
 belittling her own strength and magnifying that of the enemy.

 It was feared that France would acquire not only political but
 also complete commercial supremacy, and that Great Britain

 would be absolutely at the mercy of her rival. The aggressions

 I Cf. Am. and WT. 1. 604.

 2Am. and W. I. 604. See especially the despatches of Hlenry Grenville, governor
 of Barbados, to Bedford and Holdernesse in 1750 and 1751. Am. and W. I. 40,
 nos. 63, Io6, 1O9, 125, 133, 141, 147.
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 of the French in the Ohio valley, however, forced the govern-

 ment to take some action. On August 28, 1753, Holdernesse,

 the secretary of state in charge of colonial affairs, addressed a

 circular despatch to the governors authorizing them to repel, by

 force if necessary, any invasion of his Majesty's unquestioned

 dominions, but cautioning them not to be the aggressors.' At

 the same time, in view of the great emergency, the home gov-

 ernment sent ?io,ooo to Dinwiddie, the lieutenant-governor of

 Virginia, that colony being the one most affected by the French

 advance, and allowed him to draw ?io,ooo in addition for the

 defence of North America.2 This departure from the regular

 practice was fully justified by the abnormal condition existing,

 for not only was an Indian war, aided and abetted by the French,

 in sight, but in addition a war with France was imminent.3 Then

 on September i8, 1753, the Board of Trade instructed the gov-

 ernors of New York, Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, New

 Jersey, New Hampshire and Massachusetts to hold a joint meet-

 ing with the Iroquois Indians in order to secure their wavering

 friendship. According to these instructions, all the colonies

 were, if practicable, to be " comprized in one general Treaty to

 be made in his Majesty's name."4 The idea of cooperation

 contained in these instructions was a most fertile one, and it

 rapidly gained ground with the ablest men in the colonies. Out-

 numbering the French in population approximately fifteen to

 one, the English colonies would, if united, have been fully able

 to cope with the French. But unfortunately for them, as Gov-

 ernor Glen said, they were but " a Rope of Sand-loose and

 inconnected."5 France was encouraged in her aggressions by

 this lack of union 'among the English colonies.6 Thus Robert

 IAm. and W. I. 74. 'Am. and W. I. 604: Braddock's Instructions.

 3 It was, however, intended that until the outbreak of formal war with France the
 colonies should, in the main, defend themselves in America.

 4 New York Colonial Documents, VI, pp. 799, 8oo.

 sAm. and W. I. 67: James Glen to Dinwiddie, March 14, 1754.

 6On May 8, 1754, Franklin wrote to Partridge: "The confidence of the French
 in this Undertaking seems well-grounded on the present disunited State of the British

 Colonies, & the extreme Difficulty of bringing so many different Governments and

 Assemblies to agree in any speedy & effectual Measures for our common Defence and

 Security, while our Enemies have the very great Advantage of being under one Direc-
 tion, with one Council & one Purse." Am. and W. I. 67.
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 Dinwiddie wrote to the secretary of state: " The French, too

 justly observe the want of Connection in the Colonies & from

 them conclude (as they declare without Reserve) that although

 we are vastly superior to them in Numbers, yet they can take

 & secure the Country before we can agree to hinder them."'

 The problem was to overcome the jealousies of the various col-

 onies and to get them to unite for purposes of defence. During

 the early months of 1754, such plans were being formulated in

 America by Shirley,2 Franklin and others.

 The Albany Congress of 1754 assembled as a result of the

 Board of Trade's instructions3 of September i8, 1753, which

 contemplated only a joint treaty with the Indians. The course

 of events had, however, demonstrated that some more or less

 comprehensive scheme of defence was necessary, and hence the

 subject for deliberation was enlarged.4 Of the colonies in-

 structed to send representatives, two-Virginia and New Jersey

 -failed to comply, though Virginia was represented by

 DeLancey, the lieutenant-governor of New York. On the other

 hand, the two charter colonies-Rhode Island and Connecticut

 -though not named in the instructions, sent representatives.5

 At the meeting of these commissioners, held on June 24, 1754,

 a motion to the effect that a union of all the colonies was abso-

 lutely necessary for their security and defence was unanimously

 adopted, and a committee was appointed to prepare such a

 1 Am. and W. I. 67: I)inwiddie to Sir Thomas Robinson, June i8, I 754.

 2New York Col. Doc. VI, p. 822: Shirley to Holdemesse, January 7, 1754.

 3New York Col. Doc. VI, pp. 853-856; Ilutchinson, Mass. III, p. 20.

 4 Hutchinson, who was present, says: "The king in his instructions for this con-

 vention, proposed that a quota should be settled, and that, by acts of the respective

 assemblies, this should be established as the rule for raising men and monies."
 Hutchinson, Mass. III, p. 21. Cf. De Lancey to Board of Trade, April 22, 1754,

 N. Y. Col. Doc. VI, p. 833, from which it may be inferred that no such instructions
 were sent. I have not been able to find the instructions to which Hutchinson refers

 and there is no mention of them in the proceedings of the congress. Frothingham,
 Rise of the Republic of the United States (p. I32), also says that the colonies were

 to " enter into articles of union and confederation with each other for the mutual de-

 fence of his majesty's subjects and interests in North America, as well in time of peace

 as war."

 5 New York Col. Doc. VI, p. 853: Hutchinson, Mass. III, p. 20.
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 plan., The reasons that led the congress to reach this decision

 are embodied in a document evidently drawn up by Franklin.

 It describes in a comprehensive manner the disheartening par-

 ticularism of the colonies.

 The commissioners from a number of the northern colonies, being met

 at Albany, and considering the difficulties that have always attended

 the most necessary general measures for the common defence, or for

 the annoyance of the enemy, when they were to be carried through the

 several particular Assemblies of all the colonies; some Assemblies being

 before at variance with their governors or councils, and the several

 branches of the government not on terms of doing business with each

 other; others taking the opportunity, when their concurrence is wanted,

 to push for favorite laws, powers or points, that they think would not at

 other times be obtained, and so creating disputes and quarrels; one

 Assembly waiting to see what another will do, being afraid of doing

 more than its share, or desirous of doing less, or refusing to do any-

 thing because its country is not at present so much exposed as others,

 or because another will reap more immediate advantage; from one or

 other of which causes, the Assemblies of six out of seven colonies ap-

 plied to, had granted no assistance to Virginia, when lately invaded by

 the French, though purposely convened, and the importance of the oc-

 casion earnestly urged upon them ;-considering moreover, that one

 principal encouragement to the French, in invading and insulting the

 British American dominions, was their knowledge of our disunited state,

 and of our weakness arising from such want of union; . . .

 for these reasons the commissioners unanimously decided that

 " a union of the colonies is absolutely necessary for their pre-

 servation." 2 These difficulties had existed throughout the

 entire history of the colonies,3 but at no previous time was the

 situation so dangerous.4

 New York Col. Doc. VI, p. 859.

 a-Franklin, Writings (ed. Smyth) III, pp. 203, 204. In 1754 the New Jersey
 assembly refused any support for its own defence or for that of the neighboring col

 onies. B. T. Journals 62, July 2, 1754.

 3 The most exposed colonies naturally resented the apathy of the other colonies.

 Thus, in 17IO, Governor Dudley wrote that New England was dissatisfied at having

 to bear the brunt of the war, while the Southern colonies, thotigh protected by those
 in the North, did nothing. Am. and W. I. vol. i, no. 20 B. Cf. also Am. and

 W. 1. 5, no. 139.

 4 N. Y. Col. Doc. VI, p. 889.
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 The committee appointed by the colonial commissioners ac-

 cordingly drafted a plan of union, and this plan, chiefly the work

 of Franklini, was subsequiently unanimously adopted. It provided

 for an executive anid a legislature; the former-the president-gen-

 eral-to be appointed and supported by the Crown, the latter-

 the Grand Council-to be elected by the various assemblies in the

 elevenI colonies. This legislature was to consist of forty-eight

 members, the colonies being represented roughly according to

 population and wealth. To this Grand Council was given juris-

 diction over Indian affairs, both political and commercial. It

 was to raise and pay soldiers, to build forts for the defence of

 the colonies, and to " Equip Vessels of Force to Guard the

 Coasts and protect the Trade on the Ocean, Lakes or Great

 Rivers." In order to raise the requisite funds for these pur-

 poses, the Grand Council was given power to make laws and to

 impose general duties and taxes. All acts of the Grand Coun-

 cil, however, required the consent of the president-general and,

 in addition, all laws were to be submitted to the king in council

 for approbation.2 This plan, it is apparent, implies an assump-

 tion by the colonies of a far greater share of the cost of detence

 than had hitherto been customary.

 This proposal for a political union of the colonies under one

 general government in America was ultimately to be brought

 into effect by an act of the Parliament of Great Britain. The

 colonial commissioners did not, however, have full powers, and

 accordingly the plan was first submitted to the colonies. With

 the same unanimity with which their representatives had adopted

 the plan, the colonial assemblies rejected it. 3 The reasons for

 this rejection were, on the one hand, the particularism of the

 colonies, and on the other, their underlying conviction that

 Great Britain, if left no other choice, would itself ultimately

 assume the task of defending them. According to Shirley, the

 commissioners at Albany " had no expectation" that the col-

 I Nova Scotia was not included in the union.

 2 Am. and W. 1. 604.

 3 Hutchinson, Mass. III, p. 23; Franklin, Writings (ed. Smyth) III, pp. 226,
 227n.
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 onies would adopt the plan; and he added, " nor could any

 proper plan be form'd, as I apprehend, in Wch the several Govts

 would unite."' Franklin was not more sanguine. On Decem-

 ber 29, 1754, he wrote to Collinson:

 All the Assemblies in the Colonies have, 1 suppose, had the Union Plan

 laid before them, but it is not likely, in my Opinion, that any of them

 will act upon it so as to agree to it, or to propose any Amendments to

 it. Every Body cries, a Union is absolutely necessary, but when they

 come to the Manner and Form of the Union, their weak Noddles are

 perfectly distracted.'

 The action of the colonies in rejecting the Albany plan was

 decisive, for it was the understanding of the English government

 that the plan should be submitted to Parliament only after its con-

 sideration and adoption by the colonial legislatures.3 However,

 in the due course of administrative routine a full account of the

 proceedings of the Albany Congress was forwarded to England,

 and on October 29, 1754, the Board of Trade sent to Sir

 Thomas Robinson, the secretary of state, a detailed report
 thereon.4

 The Albany Congress had not succeeded in conciliating the

 Indians, nor had it provided for the joint management of Indian

 affairs nor for the strengthening of the frontiers, which were the

 chief objects desired by the English government when the meet-

 ing had been originally ordered. The Board of Trade severely

 criticized the failure to regulate these matters, pointing out that

 the situation was a critical one owing to the present mismanage-

 ment of Indian affairs, and that the commissioners at Albany

 had themselves unanimously agreed that Indian affairs "should
 be under one General Administration directed to the general

 Interest and supported at the general Expence" of all the col-

 onies. As to the Albany articles of federation, the Board of

 Trade refrained from expressing any opinion, evidently await-
 ing the further action of the colonies.

 1 New York Col. Doc. VI, pp. 930, 93!.

 2 Franklin, Writings (ed. Smyth) III, p. 242.

 3 Report of Board of Trade to King, October 29, 1754. Am. and W. I. 604.

 4 Ibid.
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 While the failure of this plan rests primarily on the colonies,

 it is exceedingly doubtful if the English government would have

 ratified it, even if the colonies by their previous confirmation

 had allowed it to come to the consideration of Parliament. The

 home authorities desired a union of the colonies for military

 purposes, not a political federation; their aim was military effi-

 ciency, which unquestionably would have been impaired by the

 liberal powers bestowed on the Grand Council. This will

 become apparent from a consideration of the scheme of union

 as elaborated by the Board of Trade.

 In the early months of I754, it came to be recognized in

 England, as in America, that a union of the colonies was nec-

 essary. On January 7, I754, Shirley wrote to the secretary of

 state that the old requisition system of relying on each colony

 to furnish men for the defence of all was impracticable unless

 the Crown could find some method of obliging the colonies to

 contribute their quotas., On June I4, I754, some days before

 the meeting of the colonial commissioners at Albany, the sec-

 retary of state, Sir Thomas Robinson, directed the Board of

 Trade to prepare and lay before the king " a plan of general

 concert to be entered into by the American colonies for their

 mutual defence, and to prevent and remove any encroachments

 on the British dominions." 2 Accordingly, on August 9, I754,

 the Board of Trade sent its plan of union to Sir Thomas Rob-

 inson.3 Herein it was suggested that circular letters be sent to

 the governors in the continlental colonies, pointing out the dan-

 ger to which they were exposed from the encroachments of

 France, and stating " the urgent necessity there is of an imme-

 diate union of the several Colonies" in order to maintain forts,

 to raise soldiers, to defray the expense of presents for the In-
 dians and to place "' Indian affairs under one general direction."
 The colonial assemblies were each to appoint a commissioner,

 subject to the approval of the governor, and these commissioners

 were to meet and agree upon the necessary military establish-

 ' Shirley to Holdernesse, January 7, 1754. Am. and W. I. 67.

 2 B. T. Plantations General 15, 0 125. The letter was read at the meeting of
 the Board of Trade on June i8, 1754. B. T. Journals 62.

 3 Am. and W. I. 604; B. T. Plant. Gezi. 43, PP. 368-397.
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 ment of the colonies in time of peace, and to apportion the

 expense thereof among the various colonies according to their

 population, trade, wealth and revenue. Provision was also made

 for reconvening this inter-colonial assembly whenever a sudden

 emergency, such as actual invasion, should require greater mili-

 tary exertions. The Crown was to appoint a commander-in-

 chief' of all the colonial forces, and of all troops sent to the

 colonies from Great Britain " upon any emergency." This offi-

 cer was also to act as commissary general for Indian affairs. He

 was to be empowered to draw upon the proper officer in each

 colony for such an amount of money as had been previously
 determined upon as the colony's share of the whole. The con-

 vention drawn up on these lines by the colonial commissioners

 was to be sent to England for approbation, and in order to

 enable a convention to be agreed upon, it was provided that any

 seven colonies were to constitute a quorum, and that the decision

 of a majority was to be binding on all the colonies. The object

 of this plan was to increase their military strength and to make

 them provide for the additional forts on the frontier and pres-

 ents to the Indians, which the threatening condition of affairs

 rendered necessary. It was not intended that the Crown should

 lessen its former expenditures for these purposes, nor that it

 should refuse to aid the colonies in extraordinary emergencies,

 such as the actual outbreak of war with France. It was dis-
 tinctly stated that

 His Majesty does not intend to withdraw that part of the expence which

 the Crown has been usually at, for the Security and Protection of the
 Colonies, but that he will be graciously pleased to continue to maintain

 & subsist such a number of his Troops as shall appear to be necessary
 to be stationed in America, & does also consent that whatever sums of

 money have been usually given by His Majesty for Indian services, shall

 be deducted from the general Estimate as the share His Majesty is
 willing to bear of the ordinary Establishment for this service, & that

 upon any great Emergency they shall receive such support from His

 Majesty, as shall be thought reasonable upon a due Consideration of

 I Provision was to " he made in the Estimate for the ordinary established service
 for a proper Salary for such Commander in chief."
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 the Nature of the Case, & of what the circumstances & conditions of

 the Colonies shall seem to require.'

 This plan of the Board of Trade differed radically from that

 devised at Albany; it contemplated only a military union, while

 Franklin and his associates planned a political union as well.

 Both the Board of Trade and the Albany Congress, however,

 started from the premise that the colonies should in equity pro-

 vide for their own regularly established military system.

 The failure of the colonies to adopt a plan of union in 1754

 forced the English to take some action for their defence. In

 transmitting its plan in 1754, the Board of Trade remarked

 " that from the delay which must necessarily attend the execu-

 tion of any new Plan for an Union of the Colonies, it cannot be

 made to answer the purpose of a present exigency," and that

 whatever danger exists at present must be guarded against " by
 an Application of such means of strength & force, as can be

 procured in the most expeditious & most effectual manner." The

 Board therefore suggested the appointment of a commander-in-

 chief over all colonial and British forces in America, and like-

 wise the appointment of a commissary general for Indian affairs.'

 In its report on the Albany plan, the Board of Trade also pro-

 posed that " untill a Plan of Union can be settled, by which a

 proper provision may be made for those Services at the general

 Expence of the Colonies," William Johnson should be appointed

 colonel of the Six Nations, and be given the management of

 Indian affairs in the same manner and with the same allowance

 as when the expedition against Canada was intended during the

 last war.3 Virginia was clamoring for assistance, and the other

 colonies showed little or no disposition to assist her. Conse-

 quently, the English government adopted the suggestion of the

 Board of Trade and sent Edward Braddock as commander-in-

 chief to America and with him two regiments. Parliament pro-

 vided funds for this force and, in addition, for two regiments to

 be raised in America for service in 1755.4 The English gov-

 ernment, however, was loath to defray the entire cost of the

 I B. T. Plant. Gen. 43, p. 380. 2 B. T. Plant. Gen. 43, pp. 368-397.

 ' Am. and W. 1. 604. 428 Geo. II, c. 22.
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 regiments sent out under Braddock," and accordingly the colo-

 nies were instructed to provide victuals and quarters for them.2

 In conformity with the suggestion of the Board of Trade, Brad-

 dock placed William Johnson in charge of Indian affairs.

 Meanwhile the plans for union were not abandoned either in

 England or in America. In fact, the inadequate support given

 by some of the colonies to Braddock emphasized the necessity

 of such a union, unless the mother country were willing to as-

 sume a disproportionate share of the burden of imperial defence.

 The unanimity of the colonies in rejecting the Albany plan

 showed conclusively that of their own accord they would never

 form a union. It meant that the Board of Trade's plan, which

 was to be brought into effect by a colonial convention, had ab-

 solutely no chance of success. Hence it was inevitably sug-

 gested that recourse be taken to the sovereign legislature of the

 Empire, and that Parliament create such a union. In submit-

 ting its plan in I754, the Board of Trade had pointed out that,
 in case one or more of the colonies refused to concur in the

 union, either by failing to send representatives, or, after its

 enactment, by refusing to raise the required money, then ' no
 other method can be taken, but that of an application for an

 interposition of the Authority of Parliament.' 3 In America the

 two great champions of such a parliamentary union were Benja-

 min Franklin and William Shirley.4 " Till it is done," the

 former wrote, " never expect to see an American war carried on

 as it ought to be, nor Indian affairs properly managed." s The

 imposition of such a union by act of Parliament was legally

 within its powers,6 but as such a step was in direct opposition

 ' These two regiments were on the Irish establishment.

 I See Braddock's instructions. From long experience, the English government
 was fully acquainted with the parsimony of the colonies; and accordingly, in order

 not to hamper military operations, Braddock was advised, in his private and secret

 instructions, that if necessary this point should be waived. Am. and W. 1. 604.
 3 Am. and W. I. 604; B. T. Plant. Gen. 43, pp. 368-397.

 4Their ideas as to the nature of the desired union differed *adically. See Shirley

 to Robinson, December 24, 1754. N. Y. Col. Doc. VI, pp. 930, 931.
 5 Franklin to Collinson, June 26, 1755. Franklin, Writings (ed. Snmyth) III,

 267. Cf. also ibid. III, p. 276.

 6 A statute of this nature would, however, have been in direct violation of the

 colonial charters and of the proprietary grants.
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 to the expressed wish of all the colonies, it would have defeated

 its own purpose,! which was to secure the hearty cooperation

 of the colonies in the impending conflict with France. The

 suggestion of a parliamentary union of the colonies, especially

 one of a purely military nature, contained within it the idea of

 parliamentary taxation of the colonies.2 To many in 1754 and

 I 755 this seemed the only way to make the colonies provide for
 their own defence in an adequate manner.

 III. Proposed Taxation of the Colonies, r754-r756

 The failures of the schemes for union in 1754, and the disin-

 clination of the colonies not only to assist one another, but even

 to provide each for its own defence in an adequate manner,

 brought up the question of parliamentary taxation. Legally,

 Parliament could impose such a tax, though hitherto it had, in

 general, refrained from so doing. It had, however, passed

 several statutes regulating colonial matters, which were in the

 form of revenue bills.

 In I673,3 Parliament had imposed small duties on a number

 of colonial products, chiefly tobacco, sugar, cotton and ginger,

 when expQrted from one English colony to another. The chief
 purpose of this act was to prevent the evasion of the " enumer-

 ation " provision of a previous act prohibiting the direct expor-

 tation of these products to foreign countries, but it was intended

 also to raise some revenue.4 A small revenue was, in fact, de-

 1 However, on August 30, 1754, Franklin wrote to Colden: " Our Assembly were
 not inclined to show any approbation of the plan of union; yet I suppose they will

 take no steps to oppose its being established by the government at home. " Franklin,

 Writings (ed. Smyth) III, p. 228.

 2 See especially Shirley to the Board of Trade, January 5, I756. B. T. Mass. 74,
 Hh 68.

 325 Ch. II, c. 7, ? II.

 4The act of I673 refers to the navigation act of 166o, which allowed these pro-

 ducts to be shipped from one English colony to another free of duty, " while the sub-

 jects of this your kingdom of England have paid great customs and impositions for

 what of them have been spent here." It refers likewise to the fact that taking ad.

 vantage of this immunity, the colonies have shipped these " enumerated " commodi.

 ties direct to Europe. It was thus apparently the purpose of the act to put the colonial

 consumer on the same footing as the English consumer, and to prevent the illegal

 trader, who shipped these products direct to Europe, from having any advantage over
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 rived from this law.x As far as the continental colonies were

 concerned, they were chiefly affected by this act in so far as it

 imposed duties on tobacco exported from Maryland or from

 Virginia to another English settlement. But toward the end of

 the seventeenth century, the revenue derived from this source

 was granted to William and Mary College in Virginia, and was

 not thereafter remitted to England. In other words, virtually

 the entire small revenue accruing to Great Britain from this

 statute came from the West Indian colonies.

 During the course of the war of the Spanish Succession, the

 question came up whether or no European and other goods

 seized from the enemy and condemned as lawful prize in the

 colonies were subject to duties. A statute of 1707 provided

 that such goods should pay the same duties in the colonies as

 they would have paid in England if first imported there and

 then reExported.2 In other words, the duties made payable in

 the colonies were equal to the English duties less the drawback.

 Though somewhat modified subsequently, owing to the strenu-

 ous opposition of Jamaica,3 this law imposed an import duty

 payable in the colonies. During the war, this act produced

 some revenue,4 mainly in the West Indies, although a little was

 the law abiding trader who shipped them via England. The revenue feature of the
 act was, however, the unimportant part. On June 30, I692, the commissioners of the

 customs reported that the act was not intended for raising a revenue, but to enforce

 the "e numeration" policy. Treas. Misc. Various, 37 (Blathwayt's Journal I, pp.
 353-355). The reference is to the Treasury Papers in the English Public Record

 Office. All future references will be given in the above abbreviated form.

 I Amounts paid into the British Exchequer under 25 Ch. II, c. 7:

 1748 ?1366 1754 Zi 164 1760 ?x I65
 1749 2713 1755 1207 176I 381
 1750 86I 1756 26I8 1762 704

 1751 1645 1757 I832 1763 1322

 1752 1472 1758 978 1764 1027

 1753 1012 1759 I849

 Treas. Acc. Rev. Misc. (England), vols. 50 and 59.

 26 Anne, c. 37, ? II. 3 Am. and W. I. 4, nos. 62, 69, 70, 103.

 ' Payments into the exchequer for prize duties in the colonies:

 1711 2066 1713 ?'s' 1715 ?1292

 1712 1724 1714 2267 1716 6oo

 Treas. Acc. Rev. Misc. (England), 50.
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 collected in the continental colonies.' In and about 1730. dur-

 ing the troubles with Spain, a very small sum was collected on

 account of these prize duties, but in the subsequent war, 1739-

 1748, nothing was paid on this account into the British ex-

 chequer.2

 In 1733, another act in the form of a revenue bill was

 passed.3 This was the famous "' Molasses Act" which imposed

 customs duties on foreign rum, sugar and molasses imported

 into the English colonies. The object of this law was not to

 raise a revenue, but to hamper the development of the French

 colonies, and to prevent the importation of their produce into

 the English possessions. Hence the duties were made so high

 as to be virtually prohibitive.4 About ?8oo yearly was col-

 lected under this law.5

 The establishment by Parliament of a colonial postal system

 early in the eighteenth century6 cannot be considered a meas-

 ure of taxation, although at the outset it was objected to on this

 ground, and although it was incidentally designed to produce

 some revenue.7

 1 Thus, on Nov. 10, 17I0, Robert Hunter, governor of New York, wrote to Eng-
 land suggesting that his salary for the year might be paid out of the " Dutys arising

 from Cocoa imported here by my Incouragement in a Prize taken by two Jamaica
 Privateers, the Customs whereof will amount to a very considerable Sum." Am. and

 W. I. 6, no. 44; cf. B. T., N. Y. 59, pp. 227, 228.

 2Treas. Acc. Rev. Misc. (England), 50. '6 Geo. II, c. 13.

 4 Cf. B. T. Journals (Opinions of Council, 1736-1738), p. 140.

 T5rhe total amount collected from the date of the enactment of the law to Christ-

 mas 1749 was:

 On these products imported as nmerchandise ?5603 4p. 4Vd.
 On these products imported as prize goods 76I6 4s. 2 d.

 ?13,219 8s. 64d.
 Am. and W. I. 687: Hearing of 1750-1751, appendices 4, 5.

 6 9 Anne, c. I0.

 7 On June 24, 1718, Spotswood wrote to the Board of Trade describing the oppo-

 sition in Virginia to the establishment of a postal system. He said that " the People

 were made to believe that the Parliament could not lay any Tax (for so they call the

 Rates of Postage) on them without the consent of the General Assembly." B. T.

 Virginia I5, P I69. At the time of the controversies over the Stamp Act, in 1765

 and 1766, its supporters endeavored to use the establishment of a postal system in the

 colonies as a precedent for a parliamentary tax. It was available for this purpose

 on purely technical grounds only, though it furnished an excellent instance of the ex-
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 There was, however, another method by means of which

 Great Britain derived a revenue from parliamentary statutes af-

 fecting the colonies. In accordance with two fundamental prin-

 ciples of the old colonial system, the colonies could import

 European goods, with some noteworthy exceptions, from Great

 Britain only, and were prohibited from exporting some spe-

 cifically enumerated products direct to any European country

 but Great Britain. Thus, non-British goods consumed in the

 colonies and colonial products shipped via Great Britain to

 European markets came within the reach of the English fiscal

 system. This system was, however, so arranged that but small

 duties were paid on these products," it being generally estimated

 that the duties thus collected about equalled the cost of manag-

 ing and controlling the trade.2 It is evident that this system

 was one designed more for the regulation of trade than for pur-

 poses of revenue; but it is equally evident that the revenue

 would be the main consideration if an enumerated commodity

 were allowed to be exported direct from the colony to a foreign

 market on payment of a sum equivalent to the duties that would

 have been paid had it first been shipped to Great Britain and

 reexported thence. This happened in the case of rice. Shortly

 after the introduction of rice as a staple in South Carolina, Par-

 liament placed it among the list of enumerated commodities.3

 As the quantity of rice produced rapidly increased, the colony

 sought a broader market, especially direct access to that of Por-

 tugal. In this, the colony was supported by the English mer-

 chants trading to Portugal. These in I 7' 5 suggested that it be
 permitted to ship rice direct from America to Portugal on pay-

 ment in the colonies of the English duties.4 In 1721 the agent

 ercise of parliamentary authority over the colonies. See Franklin's Examination

 before the House of Commons. Franklin, Writings (ed. Smyth) IV, pp. 442, 443,

 448, and The Regulations Lately Made (London, 1765), p. 105.

 1 In the case of the two most important of the enumerated products, tobacco and
 sugar, no duty whatsoever was collected on shipments via Great Britain to the con-

 tinent of Europe.

 2 This subject will be more fully discussed in connection with the legislation of

 1764.

 3 2 and 3 Anne, c. 5, ? xii. 4 B. T. Journals 24, p. 465.
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 for South Carolina made the same proposal to the English gov-

 ernment, suggesting that the equivalent of the English duties'

 be levied in the colony, in that case as an export duty., Simi-

 lar suggestions were made by the colony in subsequent years ;3

 and accordingly, a few years thereafter, Parliament passed a law

 allowing the direct exportation of Carolina rice to those parts

 of Europe south of Cape Finisterre, subject to the payment in

 Great Britain of an amount equivalent to the English duties less

 the drawback on the rice thus exported.4 Though this duty

 was made payable in Great Britain, it was in its essence a colo-

 nial export tax imposed by Parliament; and it furnishes a unique

 and remarkable instance of colonial taxation by the mother

 country at the suggestion of the colony itself. This tax pro-

 duced some revenue, about 6I200 yearly for the first seven
 years,5 increasing gradually until in I763 it yielded somewhat

 more than double this amount.6

 Though these various measures were from a legal standpoint

 revenue bills, still (with the exception of the rice act, which was

 an isolated instance) they were, in general, designed to regulate

 trade, not to yield a revenue. Even the prize-duty act was in-

 tended mainly to place merchandise imported from Great Bri-

 tain on the same footing as prize goods condemned in the col-

 onies.

 These acts produced but a trifling revenue. At various

 times, however, during the eighteenth century, it was suggested

 that Parliament should create a colonial revenue to pay the

 salaries of the officials appointed by the Crown and to defray

 the cost of a permanent military establishment in the colonies.

 Thus, in the course of a serious controversy with the legisla-

 I The English duties less the drawbacks amounted approximately to 7d. on every
 cwt. of rice. The duty of 7d. was to be paid in the colony.

 2 B. T. South Carolina I A 32.

 3 B. T. South Carolina I A 48, 2 B 103. 4 3 Geo. II, c. 28.

 5From Christmas, I730, to Christmas, 1737, the total direct exports of rice to

 Europe south of Cape Finisterre were 32,523,871 lbs. Treas. Acc. Rev. Misc.

 (England) 79.

 6 B. T. Plant. Gen. i9 R 47. Cf. B. T. So. Ca. i6 K 30, and Commons Journal

 29, p. 982. Its yield at this time was about ?3000-
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 ture, which refused to pass a revenue bill in the desired form,

 Robert Hunter, the able and public-spirited governor of New

 York, suggested that his salary should be defrayed from import

 and export duties in New York and from an excise on alcoholic

 liquors to be imposed by an act of the British Parliament.'

 This proposition was approved of in England; and in 7''

 the Board of Trade was instructed to prepare a bill to be

 laid before Parliament for creating such a standing revenue in

 New York.2 As Parliament " rose" before this bill could be

 perfected,3 nothing was done at this time. Later in the year,4

 and again in 1713,5 the Board of Trade recommended that

 Parliament pass such a measure; the latter recommendation
 was likewise approved of by an order in council.6 Meanwhile

 the New York Assembly, fearing the remedy proposed in Eng-

 land, passed a fairly satisfactory revenue act;7 but two years
 later, in 1715, Hunter complained bitterly to the Board of Trade

 of the inadequate supplies granted from year to year by the

 Assembly, and again proposed an act of Parliament as the only
 possible solution of the difficulty.8 Shortly after this, the con-

 troversy between the governor and the legislature was settled

 by a compromise measure,9 and nothing further was done

 toward creating a revenue by act of Parliament. This episode
 is not important in itself, except in so far as it clearly shows

 that Parliament was deemed fully competent to pass such a
 measure.'0

 IAm. and W. I. 6, no. 44; B. T. New York, 59, p. 227.

 2 Am. and W. I. 582; B. T. New York 59, pp. 278-286, 296. The draft of the
 bill is given ibid., pp. 301-317. Cf. also Treas. Misc. Various 38 (Blathwayt's
 Joumal III, pp. 91, 92), and Dartmouth MSS., Hist. MSS. Com. 14, X, p. 3.

 3 B. T. New York 59, pp. 448 et seq.

 4 November 13, 171I. B. T. New York 59, pp. 452-456.

 5 B. T. New York 6o, p. 9I.

 6B. T. New York 60, p. II3 t seq.; Dartmouth MSS., Hist. MSS. Com. 14, X,
 p. I0.

 7B. T. New York 6o, pp. 128, 129: Hunter to B. T., July i8, 17I3.

 8B. T. New York 60, pp. 296-298: Hunter to B. T., March 28, I715.

 9 B. T. New York 6o, pp. 320 t seq. : Huinter to B. T., July 25, 1715.

 l? This incident was used at a later period as a precedent for colonial taxation.
 Thus at the time of the repeal of the Stamp Act in 1766, in his examination before
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 In 17I6, Archibald Cumings, one of the custom-house

 officials at Boston, wrote to the Board of Trade suggesting the

 imposition of a duty on foreign rum, sugar and molasses im-

 ported into the British colonies.2 In the following year he

 proposed a more extensive scheme of colonial taxation. He

 gave the Board of Trade detailed statistics of the importations

 into the colonies both of West Indian products3 and of Fayal,
 Madeira and Canary wines, all of which, he said,

 might bear a Duty as a Revenue for the Crown to defray the Expences

 that the Plantations are Annually to Great Britain for Governors &

 Officers Salarys, Support of Garrisons, the Expence of the Station Men
 of War; and by settling a Stamp office in all the Islands and on the

 Continent for this Service, for as the Plantations can bear this Charge,

 being chargeable with little or no Duties, so it is not reasonable they

 should be a burden to Great Britain.'

 These suggestions were not adopted by the home authorities,

 but neither were they abandoned by Cumings. In 1722 he

 wrote to the Board of Trade giving the details of an Indian

 raid instigated by the French, and stating his opinion that the

 colonies would not be adequately protected unless the Crown

 undertook their defence. He added that he could propose a

 scheme for raising a fund in the colonies which, while not

 burdensome to them, would be sufficient to defray the expense

 of maintaining five to six thousand regular troops there, and

 also sufficient to pay the salaries of the governors and other

 colonial officials appointed by the Crown.5 Naturally, the

 Board of Trade6 was ready to hear the details of so promising

 a scheme, and accordingly Cumings sent to England an elab-

 orate and detailed plan of colonial taxation.7 A large colonial

 the House of Commons, Franklin was asked if he knew of this project. lie replied

 in the negative. Parl. Hist. i6, p. 143.

 1 In 1708 Cumings was appointed to prevent illegal trade in Newfoundland, and
 was subsequently transferred to Massachusetts. B. T. Newfoundland 28, pp. 59, 6o.

 2 B. T. New England 44, pp. i I et se. 3 Both British and foreign.

 4 In addition, he suggested a duty on logwood shipped from the colonies to foreign

 parts.

 5 B. T. New England I6 X 86. 6 B. T. New England 44, p. 349.

 B. T. Plant. Gen. io L 48: Cumings to B. T., November 3, 1722.
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 revenue was to be raised by a variety of taxes: by stamp

 duties, by import duties on West Indian products and wine, by

 an excise tax on rum distilled in the colonies and by a tax on

 unimproved land., In addition, Cumings suggested that in

 the future no part of the British duties be refunded on foreign

 European goods shipped from Great Britain to the colonies.2

 A few years after this proposal of Cumings, Sir William

 Keith, who had been deputy-governor of Pennsylvania, suggested

 that the stamp duties be extended to the colonies, in order to

 provide a fund for a standing army and for the salaries of

 governors, judges and other officials.3

 All of these recommendations failed of acceptance. Thus

 the colonists insensibly drifted into the idea that Parliament

 could not legally tax them. The British government never

 raised the issue, seemingly preferring the administrative ineffi-

 ciency involved in the continuous quarrels between the legis-

 latures and the royal governors to so radical a departure from

 the customary practice. English character is normally con-

 servative, and this was the age dominated by Sir Robert Wal-

 pole, whose maxim, according to his son, was "quieta non
 mnovere."4 It was impossible to predict the consequences of a

 parliamentary tax, which though a remedy for the patent evils

 would create a large amount of friction. The British govern-

 ment was not unaware of colonial sentiment in regard to parlia-

 mentary taxation. Richard Partridge, who represented the

 interests of the continental colonies in the prolonged struggle

 over the Molasses Act of I733,s wrote to the Duke of New-

 I In this last suggestion, Cumings anticipates some modern thinkers. Unimproved
 land was to be taxed because " great tracts of land are ingrossed, in the hand of Rich

 Men, and growing in value daily, tho' unimproved, but never taxed."

 2 Cumings estimated that this change would yield ?40,000 to ,50,000 yearly. The
 goods on which he suggested that the drawbacks be no longer allowed were foreign

 linens, canvas, calicoes, muslins, hemp, tea, coffee, pepper, paper and fruits.

 3Memorial of Keith, 1728, in Am. and W. I. 602, and B. T. Plant. Gen. to L

 I5O. See also Sir William Keith, A Collection of Papers and other Tracts (London,
 1 740), pp. I 68 ct sq.

 4 Walpole, Memoirs George III (ed. Barker) II, p. 50.

 sThe passage of this act, which contained within it the seeds of much future

 trouble, is in striking contrast to the motto ascribed to Sir Robert Walpole.
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 castle that the duties imposed by that act were worse than the

 prohibition of all trade with the foreign West Indies proposed

 the previous year, for in addition to the economic inj-ury in-

 flicted on the continental colonies, " it is divesting them of their

 Rights & privilidges as ye Kings Natural born Subjects and

 Englishmen in levying Subsidies upon them against their Con-

 sent when they are annexed to no County in Great Britain,

 have no Representatives in parliamt nor are any part of ye

 Legislature of this Kingdom."' Similarly, in I744, George
 Clinton, then governor of New York, strongly advised against

 imposing a stamp tax on the colonies, as the people were averse

 to any taxes unless raised by themselves.2

 After the renewal of the world-wide struggle between Great

 Britain and France, these suggestions of colonial taxation be-

 came more frequent. Thus in I750, Governor Clinton, in spite

 of his previous advice, proposed the parliamentary imposition

 of import duties in the colonies to provide a fund for fortifying

 the frontiers.3 In the following year, Cadwallader Colden pre-

 pared a detailed memorial on Indian affairs,4 contrasting the

 success of the French policy with the failure of the English.

 This failure, he pointed out, was due to the fact that each of

 the English colonies pursued its own interests, which often

 clashed with those of another colony, and that the interest of

 the colonies as a whole was entirely disregarded. It followed

 therefore that Indian affairs ought to be managed jointly, and

 put in charge of one man as superintendent. Furthermore Col-

 den pointed out that forts ought to be built on the frontiers.

 To provide a fund for these purposes, he advised that taxes be

 imposed on spirituous liquors imported into or made in the

 I Am. and W. I. 8, no. I22: Partridge to Newcastle, March 28, I733.

 ?Am. and W. I. 9,no. 217.

 3Am. and W. I. ii, no. I46: Clinton to Bedford, March 26, I750. This fund

 was also to support the civil list, as Clinton had become involved in an acrimonious

 dispute with the New York legislature about the colonial revenue. See Am. and W.

 I. iopfassim, and B. T. New York 28 Hh I7.
 4B. T. New York 30 Ii Io. In the British State Papers for I747, though pro-

 bably of an earlier date, is an elaborate plan of colonial taxation designed to produce

 a revenue of ?327,000. This scheme is anonymous, but was sent to the secretary of
 state from one of the nortbern colonies. Am. and W. I. 603.
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 North American colonies. But "' as this Duty is proposed to

 be general over all the Colonies, it must be imposed by Act of

 Parliament, because it would be a most vain imagination to ex-

 pect, that all the Colonies would severally agree to impose it."

 These suggestions contemplated parliamentary taxation for sup-

 porting a regular military establishment in America and for the

 management of Indian affairs. As already pointed out, the

 British government in 1754 favored a union of the continental

 colonies for these purposes. But to many in America it was

 apparent, even before the issue of the attempt, that a union of

 the colonies could not be consummated by their own action.

 Thus at the very time that the colonial commissioners were sit-

 ting at Albany, the clear-sighted lieutenant-governor of Virginia,

 Robert Dinwiddie, in a forcible despatch to the secretary of

 state, bitterly commented on the particularism of the separate

 colonies and on their lack of a spirit of cooperation.

 Now what, Sir, [he wrote] must be the result of this? Virginia alone

 is not able to support the whole Burthen; & if some Method is not

 found to take away these destructive Denials of Assistance from the

 other Colonies, when it is judged proper to be demanded by his Majesty

 for the common Good, as now; The Consequence must be, the present

 Loss of one of the finest & most fertile Countries in America; & the

 future destruction of all the British Dominions on this Continent. '

 As a remedy for this distressing state of affairs Dinwiddie pro-

 posed " an Act of Parliament to oblige each Colony to raise by

 a Pole Tax of one Shilling Sterling or otherways a proportional

 Quota of a general Sum to be applied to the present Exigency,

 & paid as the Legislature in Great Britain shall think fit to ap-

 point." Later in the same year, when Washington was on the

 frontier striving to check the French advance, Dinwiddie was

 trying to arouse the Virginia Assembly to a consciousness of

 the seriousness of the situation and of the necessity of granting

 supplies adequate to meet it. The result of this discussion was

 that on September 23, I754, Dinwiddie wrote to the Board of

 Trade:

 I cannot but observe, that I think it impossible to conduct any Expe-

 I Am. and W. I. 67: Dinwiddie to Sir Thomas Robinson, June i8, 1754.
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 dition in these parts with a Dependence of a Supply from the Assem-

 blies, without a British Act of Parliament to lay a Poll Tax on the

 whole Subjects in these Provinces to bring them to a Sense of their

 Duty to the King, to awaken them from their Indolence to take Care

 of their Lives & Fortunes.'

 The attitude of the Southern colonies (including therein Penn-

 sylvania) in failing to cooperate heartily with the forces sent

 over from Great Britain under Braddock, served to strengthen

 Dinwiddie in his opinion that parliamentary taxation was essen-

 tial. On February 12, 175 5, he wrote to Sir Thomas Robinson,

 then secretary of state: " Indeed I fear the Colonies will not be

 persuaded to grant mutual Supplies, but by a British Act of

 Parliament laying a general Tax on the Whole." 2 Two months

 later, Dinwiddie again wrote to Robinson,3 expressing his

 doubts as to getting the necessary supplies from the Virginia

 Assembly, as Maryland and Pennsylvania have been as " mon-

 strously backward," and adding: "but really, without a

 British Act of Parliament to oblidge all the Colonies to a mutual

 Supply, I dread the Governours will hardly be able to perswade

 them." Early in the following year, Dinwiddie again wrote to

 the Board of Trade on the same subject,s pointing out that it

 would be precarious to rely on the colonial assemblies for the

 funds necessary to carry on the approaching war, and suggest-

 ing narliamentary taxation6 of the colonies on the ground that

 " the Affairs here offered are entirely for the protection of their

 Estates, Lives, and every Thing else dear to Mankind." Din-

 widdie added frankly that such a tax would arouse opposition

 I B. T. Virginia 25 W 170. 2Am. and W. 1. 68.

 3 Am. and W. 1. 68: Dinwiddie to Robinson, April 30, 1755.

 'On October i, 1755, Dinwiddie wrote to the British government: " I hope the
 Parliament will take into their Consideration the shameful Behaviour of the Proprie-

 tary Governments of Maryland and Pennsylvania, by altering their Constitution."
 Am. and W. 1. 69.

 B. T. Virginia 25 W 208: February 23, 1756.

 6Dinwiddie suggested a poll tax for two years of one shilling sterling, which
 would produce in all /soo,ooo, to build the necessary forts, and for their support he

 proposed a permanent land tax modelled on the Virginia quit-rents of two shillings
 yearly per hundred acres, which would produce ?6o,ooo yearly.
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 in the colonies., Dinwiddie's suggestion was not an isolated

 one;2 in fact, to many this seemed the easiest, quickest and

 consequently most effective way to secure colonial coopera-

 tion. It was generally recognized that part of the burden of

 the approaching war in America should in equity be borne

 by the colonies. No one questioned this. It was also recog-

 nized that the colonies would not voluntarily form a union and

 thus bear their proportionate share. Though Franklin favored

 the creation of such a federation by act of Parliament, regard-

 less of the wishes of the colonies, he opposed their taxation by

 the same body " where they (the colonies) have no representa-

 tives." Such a course, he said, " would create extreme dissatis-

 faction," because it was supposed to be " an undoubted right of

 Englishmen, not to be taxed but by their consent given through

 their representatives." 3 The ablest colonial governor of the

 time, William Shirley of Massachusetts, was, however, strongly

 in favor of a parliamentary union coupled with parliamentary

 taxation of the colonies. On February 4, 1755, he wrote to
 Sir Thomas Robinson,4 commenting on the unpatriotic action
 and petty spirit of the various colonial legislatures in face of the

 French danger. The Pennsylvania legislature, after " an absurd

 obstinate Dispute wth Govr Morris abt Instructions have ad-

 journed themselves, whilst the Enemy is at their Doors, to the

 beginning of May, without doing anything for the preservation

 of their Country." The Maryland Assembly has likewise
 "t risen" without doing anything further than providing for "1 a

 Company of fifty men, wch was done before." South Carolina
 was not active in the common cause, and Virginia was not doing

 as much as she should.S

 I "' I know our People will be inflamed if they hear of my making this Proposal,
 as they are averse to all Taxes."

 20n April 19, 1755, Braddock wrote at length to Sir Thomas Robinson about
 the disunion of the colonies, their immoderate jealousy of one another, and the great
 difficulties encountered in inducing them to cooperate with him, adding: " I can't
 help taking the liberty of mentioning the Necessity there appears to me to be of some
 Tax being laid throughout His Majesty's Dominions in North America " at this
 crisis. Am. and W. I. 82.

 3 Franklin, Writings (ed. Smyth) HII, pp. 231-233. "Am. and W. I. 68.

 T5These criticisms referred to the inadequate support given by the Southem col-
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 This behaviour [Shirley concluded] seems to shew the necessity not
 only of a parliamentary Union but Taxation for the preservation of his
 Majestys Dominions upon this Continent, wch the several Assemblies
 have, in so great a measure abandon'd the Defence of, and thereby
 layd his Majestys Governmt at home under a necessity of taking care
 of it for the State by suitable assessmt' upon the Colonies.

 Shirley's plan was to convene an assembly of all the gov-

 ernors and some members of the various colonial councils,

 which should have power to draw on the British exchequer for

 funds needed for the defence of the colonies, Great Britain

 being in turn reimbursed for this expenditure by a tax imposed

 on the colonies by act of Parliament.x This plan was con-

 sidered by the home authorities, but further information was

 desired. Accordingly, in 1755, the Board of Trade wrote to

 Shirley for his opinion on three points. First, the best general

 system for the defence of the frontiers against all future en-

 croachments and invasions, with a plan of the forts that should

 be erected and an estimate of the number of regular troops that

 would have to be kept in the colonies. Second, a plan for

 managing Indian affairs under one head; and third, " what will

 be a proper Fund to be established for making a constant, and

 permanent Provision for these Services, with the least Burthen

 and Inconvenience to his Majesty's Subjects." The Board, it

 should be noted, was considering a permanent military organiza-
 tion in the colonies.

 On January 5, 1756, Shirley sent a detailed reply to the
 Board of Trade's request for his opinion on these matters.3

 He said that 6480 regular soldiers would be required to garri-

 son the necessary forts in time of peace, but he added that the

 expense of defending America would be less if the French were

 removed from Canada. In order to cover the cost of this mili-

 onies and by Pennsylvania to Braddock. In 1755 Georgia refused to contribute

 either men or money, but, as Governor Reynolds pointed out, this colony was too

 poor and too thinly populated to afford assistance. Addresses of Council and Assem-

 bly, respectively, to Reynolds, February 4 and 6, I755, in Am. and W. I. 68; and
 Reynolds to Sir Thomas Robinson, July I, 1755, in Am. and W. I. 70.

 1 Hutchinson, Mass. III, p. 23. This was the plan that Franklin opposed.

 2 B. T. Mass. 74 Hh 68. 3 B. T. Mass. 74 Hh 68.
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 tary system, he advised the establishment of a general fund in

 all the colonies, each colony contributing to it according to its

 ability. But he added that, as the colonies would not be able

 to come to an agreement as to such a fund, the only effectual

 way to establish it would be by an act of Parliament, assessing

 each colony according to its white population of the male sex.

 Shirley was, however, more cautious now than he had been the

 preceding year and he added: " For the general Satisfaction of

 the People in each Colony it would be advisable to leave it to

 their Choice to raise the Sum assessed upon them according to

 their own discretion." In case any colony refused to pay the

 assessment, then the home government should raise it by a poll-

 tax imposed on the white and black population of the recalci-

 trant colony.'

 The British government did not adopt these suggestions,

 though they came from men of conspicuous ability who, from

 long and faithful service in the colonies, were seemingly in the

 best position to advise wisely. The interests of both Dinwiddie

 and Shirley were colonial rather than English in the narrow

 sense; both, especially Shirley, were ardent imperialists. Nor

 on the other hand, did the British government definitely reject

 these suggestions. The lack of union among the colonies in

 face of a great danger was a severe strain on its patience. It is

 characteristic of the particularistic spirit prevailing in the colo-

 nies that in 1755, at a time when their very existence was

 threatened by the French, Massachusetts and New York en-

 gaged in a bitter boundary controversy leading to riot and

 bloodshed. This episode called forth a caustic rebuke from the

 lords of trade, who wrote to Shirley: "4It is very much to be
 lamented, that the internal peace of Government should be dis-

 turbed by trivial Disputes of this kind, at a time when the Colo-

 nys are so loudly called upon to exert with the greatest unani-

 I At about the same time, on December 26, 1755, Governor Arthur Dobbs, of
 North Carolina, wrote to the Board of Trade on the same subject. He estimated
 that 2800 soldiers would be required to garrison the necessary forts in the colonies in
 time of peace, and the expense involved thereby would be ?63,000 yearly. This
 sum, he wrote, should be apportioned among the colonies according to their wealth
 and numbers, and they, in turn, were to raise it in the manner in which each colony
 preferred. B. T. North Carolina 12 C 101.
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 mity their utmost Strength in their own defence, and in vindica-

 tion of His Majesty's Right."' This attitude of the colonies

 forced the British government to the conclusion that a large

 force of soldiers must be permanently kept in America even in

 time of peace.2 According to the established theory of de-

 fence, the expense incurred thereby should be defrayed by the

 colonies; but in order to make them assume it, no other way

 suggested itself as feasible but a tax laid by Parliament. Such

 a tax was, however, a distinct innovation, and its effect on the

 colonies could not be accurately gauged. The French general,

 Montcalm, who had a keen insight into conditions in the British

 colonies, thought it a grievous blunder that they had not been

 taxed from the outset,3 but he added: "I have certain Ad-

 vice, that all the Colonies would take Fire at being taxed
 now." 4

 Though all these plans, whether of colonial union or of

 parliamentary taxation, were intended for a permanent military

 establishment in the colonies in time of peace, their ultimate

 object was to effect the security of the colonies in the event of

 war. A war with France was imminent, and in it Great Britain

 desired the colonies to exert themselves to the utmost. The

 adoption at such a crisis of a scheme of parliamentary taxation

 would have aroused some opposition in the colonies, though

 I B. T. Mass. 84, P. 326. Again in 1757 this boundary dispute led to blood-
 shed. B. T. New York 34 passim. In 1755 North Carolina was engaged in a sim-

 ilar dispute with both Virginia and South Carolina. B. T. North Carolina 12 C 74

 et passimn. For boundary disputes in 1757 between North and South Carolina, see

 B. T. South Carolina I9 L 8.

 2 B. T. Mass. 74 Hh 68.

 3 M. de Montcalm a M. de Bernier: " Faute enorme de ne pas les taxier des le

 commencement." MSS. of the Marquess of Lothian (Hist. MSS. Com., 19053, p.

 240. This letter, dated October I, 1758, is given in English in the Dartmouth MSS.,

 Hist. MSS. Com. 14, X, pp. 545, 546: " As to the English Colonies one essential
 point should be known: it is, that they are never taxed-they keep that to them-

 selves. An enormous fault this in the Policy of the Mother Country. She should

 have taxed them from the Foundation." These are evidently the letters which Ban-

 croft (ed. 1852, vol. v, p. i8on.) categorically asserted were forgeries, basing his

 opinion on ' their style, exaggeration, and want of all authentication.' The editors

 of the above-quoted manuscripts do not lead one to infer that they were forgeries.

 4 Dartmouth MSS. as ante.
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 not to the same extent that it did later, after the French danger

 had been removed by the conquest of Canada. Thus, instead

 of strengthening the Empire in the impending struggle with

 France, the carrying out of Dinwiddie's and Shirley's sugges-

 tions would have had the opposite effect. Hence, these various

 plans were not adopted. In I756, on the outbreak of formal

 hostilities, they were laid aside, to be taken up again on the

 restoration of peace.

 IV. The Requisition System duiring thze War, 1756-1763

 Owing to the failure of the plan of union of 1754 and the

 hesitation of the British government to adopt a policy of col-

 onial taxation, coupled with a union imposed by act of Parlia-

 ment, nothing had been accomplished at the outbreak of formal

 war with France toward creating in the colonies a regular mili-

 tary establishment, which in time of peace would be adequate

 to protect them against the Indians and to prevent the aggres-

 sions of either the French or the Spaniards, and which in war

 time would serve as a basis for effective cooperation with the

 British forces. Thus the mother country was forced to rely on

 the old requisition system, which had never worked successfully,

 as it had left the ultimate decision as to the extent of military

 support to the colonies themselves. From such a decentralized

 system as was this, in which each colony could refuse the requi-

 sition for soldiers or only partially comply with it, the best re-

 sults could be obtained only if the colonies were encouraged to

 exert their utmost efforts. Accordingly, the plans for colonial

 taxation were laid aside and the British government adopted

 measures calculated to arouse the colonies to energetic action.

 In addition to the disastrous Braddock expedition of 1 755, in

 which support was afforded by the colonies, three other military

 enterprises were undertaken that year. These were the success-

 ful campaign in Nova Scotia and the unsuccessful expeditions

 against Crown Point and Niagara, the two latter being purely

 colonial undertakings. On December 3, 1755, the Board of
 Trade had a hearing on the contributions of the various colonies

 to these military enterprises.' The total expense of the col-

 I B. T. Journals 63.
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 onies was estimated at Li 70,000,' and the Board recommended

 that Parliament be asked to grant the colonies I120,000 " as an

 Encouragement to exert themselves for the future in their

 mutual and common Defence." The Board specifically said

 that " the money proposed to be given to the Colonies is meant

 as a Bounty and Encouragement" to them in consideration of

 their past services.2 Parliament adopted this suggestion, and

 in 1756 voted ;I615,000 for distribution among the Northern
 colonies, and o5000 to Sir William Johnson,3 whose partial
 success in the Crown Point expedition, together with that ob-

 tained in Nova Scotia, relieved the otherwise dismal military

 record of the preceding year. This money was distributed

 among the Northern colonies which had undertaken the attacks

 on Crown Point and Niagara, and it practically covered their

 entire expenses therein.4 Nothing was voted to the Southern

 1 The Board of Trade estimated the expenses of the colonies in the three expedi-
 tions against Du Quesne, Niagara and Crown Point as follows:

 New York ?i8,900 Rhode Island ?8,ooo
 New Jersey 6,900 Virginia 22,000

 New Hampshire g,ooo North Carolina 8,ooo
 Massachusetts 6o,ooo Pennsylvania 3,800

 Connecticut 29,000 Maryland 4,500

 Total ? 1 70,1 00

 The Board said that it was possible that some of these estimates were too large and,
 on the other band, others too small. Am. and W. I. 605; B. T. Plant. Gen. 43,

 P. 439.

 2 Board of Trade to Henry Fox, January i6, I756. Am. and W. I. 60o. B. T.
 Plant. Gen. 43, p. 441.

 3 29 Geo. II, c. 29. This money was voted " as a free gift and reward for their
 past services, and an encouragement to them to continue to exert themselves with
 vigour in defence of his Majesty's just rights and possessions."

 4The Board of Trade recommended the following division of this grant:
 Massachusetts ?54,000 [New England ?95,000]
 New Hampshire 8,ooo New York I5,000

 Connecticut 26,000 New Jersey 5,000

 Rhode Island 7,000

 New England ?95,0o0 Total 'I I5,000

 The total expenses of these colonies were estimated at ?13I,800. B. T. Plant. Gen.
 43, p. 443. Massachusetts was the most public-spirited of the colonies, but even in

 this colony there existed conditions hampering military efficiency. In I755 the men
 refused to enlist on general terms, and refused to serve on any expedition further
 south than Niagara. See Shirley to Robinson, June 20, I755. Am. and W. I. 68.
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 colonies for their support to Braddock, because their help was

 considered inadequate. This, however, led to some ill-feeling;

 and in 1756 Virginia and North Carolina applied to the mother

 country for financial aid.' Accordingly, in 1757, Parliament

 granted C50,000 to Virginia and the Carolinas as a recompense

 for what they had done, both in defending themselves and in

 acting against the enemy.2 Nothing was voted for Pennsyl-

 vania and Maryland, whose support was insignificant. These

 parliamentary grants of I756 and 1757 formed the basis of a

 system elaborated by Pitt in order to secure a large body of col -

 onial troops. Toward the end of the year I757, he addressed

 circular letters to the colonial governors, urging the colonies to

 raise a large force. All that was expected from the colonies

 was the levying, clothing and paying of the provincial soldiers

 as in the previous campaigns,3 the Crown agreeing to furnish

 these soldiers with arms, ammunition, tents, provisions and

 artillery. In addition, Pitt said that " strong Recommendations

 will be made to Parliament, in their Session next year, to grant

 a proper Compensation for such Expences as above, according

 as the active Vigor, and strenuous Efforts of the respective Pro-

 vinces shall justly appear to merit." 4 A large force was raised

 ' James Abercromby, agent for both colonies, said that Virginia had spent the

 following amounts:

 1753 Defence of frontiers ?Io,ooo

 I754 Assistance to Braddock 20,000
 1755 Men under Washington 65,ooo

 I756 Support of militia 30,0co

 /i125,000

 These sums are given in currency, and the total of 4I25,000 was equal to ?i00,ooo
 sterling. B. T. Virginia 26 X 5.

 X 30 Geo. II, c. 26. Cf. B. T. Virginia 26 X 36.

 ' In I758 Parliament voted ?27,380 to Massachusetts and ?13,736 to Connecti-

 cut to reimburse them for provisions and stores furnished to the troops raised in I756.

 3I Geo. II, c. 33. In I760 Parliament voted ?2977 to New York for similar ser-

 vices. 33 Geo. II, c. I9. In I757 there was some discussion between Loudoun and

 Massachusetts, the colony putting all camp necessaries, such as platters, pans, kegs,

 etc., under the category of artillery, which the Crown had agreed to provide. Lou-

 doun to Pitt, May 3, 1757. Am. and W. I. 85.

 ' Pitt to the govemors of Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Connecticut, Rhode

 Island, New York and New Jersey, December 30, I757. Am. and W. 1. 75.
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 in the colonies for the campaign of 1758, and in accordance

 with Pitt's recommendation, Parliament in 1759 voted ?200,000

 as compensation to the colonies for their military services.'

 This system was followed in subsequent years throughout the

 entire war. Each year the secretary of state addressed circular

 letters to the colonial governors, urging them to raise troops

 and promising to recommend to Parliament the granting of a

 proper compensation for these services.2 Each year, Parlia-

 ment in turn granted large sums to the colonies.3 These grants

 were partly in the nature of a reimbursement, due to the col-

 onies in pursuance of a promise made by the secretary of state,

 partly in the nature of free gifts to encourage them to energetic

 action.4 The object of the system was to raise in the colonies

 as large a force as was possible. This was an important point,

 as great difficulty was encountered in raising troops in England.

 By this means also the heavy cost of transporting from Europe

 Printed in Thackeray, Life of Chatham, II, pp. 419-422; also in Correspond-

 ence of William Pitt (ed. G. S. Kimball; referred to in future as Pitt Correspond-

 ence) I, p. 136. Pitt, same date, to governors of Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia,

 North and South Carolina. Am. and W. I. 75. On the origins of this system, see
 Ruville, William Pitt, II, p. I96.

 1 32 Geo. II, c. 36. On April 30, 1759, the House of Commons passed a reso-
 lution that a sum not exceeding ?200,ooo be granted to his Majesty to enable him

 " to give a proper Comnpensation to the respective Provinces in North America, for
 the Expences incurred by them in the Levying, Cloathing, and Pay, of the Troops

 raised by the same, according as the active Vigour and strenuous Efforts of the re-

 spective Provinces shall be thiought by his Majesty to merit." Commons Journal 28,

 p. 563-
 2 Pitt to the colonial governors, December 9, 1758. Am. and W. I. 76. Printed

 in Pitt Correspondence I, p. 417; in Dartmouth MSS., List. MSS. Com. XIV, lo,

 p. 9, and elsewhere. This system was continued by Pitt's Successor. Egremont to

 the colonial governors, December 12, 176I. Am. and W. I. 77.

 3 1759, o200,000 (32 Geo. II, C.36); 1760, /200,000 (33 Geo. II, c. I9);
 1761, ?200,000 (i Geo. III, c. 19); 1762, /133,333 (2 Geo. III, c. 34); 1763,
 /133,333 (3 Geo. III, c. 17).

 4See James DeLancey to Pitt, December 17, 1758, enclosing a representation of

 the New Vork legislature " praying a reimbursement of their expenses for the provi-
 sions furnished in the year 1756 " and " some consideration for the great expence the

 Province has been at this year and which from your Letter of December last they had

 some encouragenment to hope for." Am. and W. I. 71. Cf. also Fitch to Pitt,
 April i6, 1759, and July T4, 1759. Ibid., 72.
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 all the needed soldiers was avoided.' This system of parlia-

 mentary grants tended to induce the colonies to raise compara-

 tively large forces, for the less a colony did, the smaller was the

 proportionate compensation received from the home authori-

 ties.2 It also tended to induce the colonies to grant yearly

 the necessary money for the military service; for a colony

 which withheld its supply for any year was not likely to receive

 any compensation for the grant of the preceding year. The

 total amount voted by Parliament for the colonies as compensa-

 tion for levying, clothing and paying the soldiers was a large

 proportion of their outlay for military purposes, about two-fifths

 of the whole.3

 The greatest difficulty in securing adequate co'operation from

 the colonies was encountered in the years 1756 and 1757, be-

 fore this system was fully established. Loudoun, the com-

 mander-in-chief during these years, had great trouble with the

 colonies, and though he showed little tact in handling them, his

 feelings of annoyance were justifiable. Not only was much

 difficulty experienced in obtaining the levies themselves, but

 there were also interminable disputes and discussions about pay,

 food, transr,crtion, conditions of service and other matters of
 similar nature.4 As a result of his experiences, Loudoun

 reached the not surprising conclusion that " every Man in this

 Country would, if possible, throw the whole Expence on the

 Publick, and save the Province from being at one Shilling Ex-

 pence for the Common Cause," and that "1 it is the constant

 study of every Province here, to throw every Expence on the

 Crown, and bear no part of the Expence of this War them-

 I As Pitt pointed out in his speech against the treaty of 1763, the expense involved

 in transporting an army to America was very large. Parl. Hist. 15, pp. 1266, 1267.

 2 Franklin said that Pennsylvania spent about 65oo,ooo during the war, and that
 the total reimbursements did not exceed ?6o,ooo. Parl. Hist. I6, p. 139. The

 former amount is evidently in Pennsylvania currency which would nearly cut it in two,

 the latter in sterling.

 3 Franklin, Writings (ed. Smyth) IV, p. 402. See also Pownall to P'itt, Sep.

 tember 30, 1758, and December 8, 1758. Am. and W. I. 71.

 4 Cf., e. g-., Loudoun to Pitt, April 25, 1757, and May 3, 1757. Anm. anld W.

 I. 85.
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 selves.", On August i6, 1757,2 he wrote in detail to Hol-

 dernesse, one of the two British secretaries of state, regarding

 the aid that could be expected from the colonies. The only

 satisfactory response to his call for troops had come from

 Massachusetts, Connecticut and New York, the three colonies

 which throughout the entire war showed the most public spirit.

 The failure of the other colonies to comply with his demands was

 due to various reasons. Georgia was too poor to give any aid or

 even to provide for her own defence. North Carolina, though

 fairly populous, was poor, and so was New Hampshire; thus,

 little could be expected from them. Rhode Island, Loudoun

 claimed, was unwilling to afford the required aid, and Vir-

 ginia,3 he said, had never furnished her quota. South Caro-

 lina proposed raising a regiment. By act of the legislature, Mary-

 land had taken her troops from under the king's commands.4

 From New Jersey, on account of the strong Quaker influence,

 little could be expected.5 The system was inherently bad;

 each colony, fearing to do more than its neighbor, did less than

 it could. Thus in 1757 Dinwiddie wrote to Pitt that the tardi-
 ness of Pennsylvania and Maryland 'loaded him with many

 difficulties to raise our people in Virginia to a just sense of

 their duty.' 6

 After Pitt was in full charge of affairs, and the system of

 parliamentary grants had been definitely established, less diffi-

 culty was encountered in securing large levies in the colonies.

 For the American campaign of I758, as planned by Pitt, about

 fifty-one thousand soldiers were required, of which one-half

 1 Loudoun to Pitt, May 3, 1757. Am. and W. I. 85.

 2Am. and W. I. 85.

 3 Cf. Dinwiddie to Pitt, June i8, I757, claiming that Virginia was doing more
 than her full share. Am. and W. I. 71.

 'Cf. Loudoun to Pitt, June 17, 1757. " Maryland has taken the Command of
 all Provincial Troops, entirely out of the King's hands, or of any General he ap-

 points." Am. and W. I. 85.

 5 Cf. ibid., and likewise Loudoun to Pitt, April 25, 1757 (Am. and W. .1. 85),
 and Belcher to Pitt, May II, 1757 (Am. and W. I. 71).

 6 Am. and W. I. 71: Dinwiddie to Pitt, June i8, 1757.
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 was to be raised in the colonies., Pitt instructed the North-

 ern colonies to raise twenty thousand men,2 and the Southern

 colonies as many men as possible,3 promising that he would

 recommend to Parliament that some compensation be granted

 them for these services. The levies of the Northern colonies

 were to be used by Abercromby in his attack on Crown Point,

 those of the Southern colonies in the expedition against Du

 Quesne under Forbes. The response of the Northern colonies

 was, on the whole, satisfactory, though not completely so. The

 total number of soldiers provided for by these colonies was

 about twenty-five hundred short of the number asked.4 Mas-

 sachusetts and Connecticut were particularly energetic, and the

 former colony deserved all the praise that its governor Pownall

 claimed for it.5 Though New York also provided what seems

 I Memorandum of Troops for the year I 758:
 I. Louisburg expedition under Amherst 14,215 regulars 6oo rangers

 II. Crown Point expedition under Abercromby 9,447 regulars 20,000 provincials
 III. Du Quesne expedition under Forbes I,88o regulars 5,ooo provincials

 Total 25,542 regulars 25,600 provincials

 Am. and W. I. 75. The actual numbers employed differed considerably from those

 in this plan.

 2 Pitt to governors of Northern colonies, December 30, I757. Amn. and W. I. 75.

 3 Pitt to governors of Southern colonies, December 30, 1757. Am. and W. I. 75.

 'Massachusetts 7,000 Rhode Island 1,000

 Connecticut 5,000 New Jersey 1,000

 New York 2,680 New Hampshire 8oo

 Total 17,480

 James Abercromby to Pitt, April 28, I758. Am. and W. I. 87. The actual number
 of soldiers raised did not correspond exactly with these figures, as difficulty was en-

 countered in enlisting the full numbers for which the colonial legislatures had made
 provision.

 5 Prior to the receipt of Pitt's circular letter of December, I757, Pownall encoun-
 tered great difficulty in raising troops in Massachusetts, objections being made to the
 plan of operations and to a junction with the regular soldiers on account of rank. On

 receipt of Pitt's despatch, however, immediate provision was made for raising 7000

 men. Pownall to Pitt, March 14, 1758. Am. and W. I. 71. Pownall also suc-

 ceeded in putting " an End to all committees & Commissaries of Warr which has been
 alway an unwarrantable encroachment upon ye Crown & a perpetual Clog delay &

 obstruction to his Majestys Service." Pownall to Pitt, May 7, 1758. Am. and W. I.
 71. The zeal of Massachusetts was the more praiseworthy as the colony was suffering

 from a business depression which was partly the resuilt of the war. Pownall to Pitt,
 September 30, 1758. Am. and W. I. 71.
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 to have been its full quota of soldiers, the action of this colony

 in not doing more was criticized, because the increased demand

 for its agricultural products during the war had made it very

 prosperous.' Rhode Island, New Hampshire and New Jersey

 did not evince the same public spirit.2 The latter colony

 made provision for only one thousand men-a number which,

 according to Abercromby, the commander-in-chief, was "far
 short of their Abilities." He feared that this action of New

 Jersey "might slacken the Ardour of the other Colonies, who

 are but too apt to seize upon every Precedent that may Coun-

 tenance their burthening the Mother Country, and exempting

 themselves." 3

 The action of the Southern colonies was far less satisfactory.

 Virginia proposed raising two thousand men;4 but in the two

 rich proprietary colonies, local political disputes interfered with

 the granting of effective support.5 The Maryland Assembly

 " broke up without providing any one thing for the present Ser-

 vice." 6 As Forbes was in great need of soldiers, he was

 forced to take into the Crown's pay a small body of Maryland

 troops that would otherwise have been disbanded.7 In Penn-

 sylvania, the dispute with the proprietors delayed the levying of

 the troops provided for by the Assembly.8 Nothing was ex-

 'The fact that the troops made their rendezvous in New York enriched it very
 much. Burnaby, Travels (ed. R. R. Wilson), p. ii8. In 1756 Franklin wrote:

 " This only I can plainly see, that New York is growing immensely rich, by Money
 brought into it from all Quiarters for the Pay and Subsistence of the Troops." Frank-
 lin, Writings (ed. Smyth) III, p. 356. Pownall claimed that New York took ad-

 vantage of a " particular Expression " in Pitt's letter, and disregarded its spirit, in

 asserting that its proportion was only 2680 men. Pownall to Pitt, March 23, I758.
 Am. and W. I. 71. DeLancey, however, wrote to Pitt that this number was New

 Vork's full quota, and added: "I should have been glad the circuimstances of the
 Province would have allowed a greater number." New York, Col. Doc. VII, p. 343.

 2 Cf. Pownall to Pitt, March 23, 1758, and Abercromby to Pitt, April 28, 1758.
 Am. and W. I. 71, 87.

 3 Abercromby to Pitt, April 28, 1758. Am. and W. I. 87. Ibid.

 5 Ibid. Also Forbes to Pitt, May I and I9, 1756. Am. and W. I. 87.

 6Forbes to Pitt, June 17, 1758. Am. and W. I. 87.

 7 Pitt Correspondence I, pp. 279, 329.

 8Abercromby demanded 6ooo men as the quota of Virginia, Maryland and Penn-

 sylvania. The Pennsylvania Assembly voted to raise 2700 men, but the dispute with
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 pected from the Carolinas," but thanks to the efforts of Gov-

 ernor Dobbs, a small force was sent from North Carolina.2

 Not only was the support deficient in quantity, but, according

 to Forbes, it was also sadly lacking in quality.3 Furthermore

 the colonial levies were so late in arriving that military opera-

 tions were seriously delayed. As late as May 19, 1758, Forbes

 wrote that he was still in hopes of getting a fair proportion of

 the Pennsylvania troops by June i, and that he would be well

 pleased if he got "' a few more than half" of the Virginia forces

 by the same date.4 In addition to the difficulty in securing

 the colonial troops, the commander-in-chief was beset by other

 troubles arising from the very nature of this decentralized sys-

 tem. Thus the words in Pitt's circtular despatch-", the whole,

 therefore that His majesty expects and requires from the several

 the proprietor delayed the passage of the supply bill. This bill, in turn, was inade-

 quate and retarded the levying of the soldiers. Pitt Correspondence 1, pp. 215, 230,

 235, 236, 245.

 ' Forbes to Pitt, May i, 1758. Am. and W. I. 87.

 2 Pitt Correspondence 1, pp. 328, 34I.

 "On September 6, 1758, Forbes wrote to Pitt: " I vainly at the beginning flat-
 tered myself that some very good Service might be drawn from the Virginia & Penn-

 sylvania Forces, but am sorry to find that a few of their prinicipal Officers excepted,

 all the rest are an extream bad Collection of broken Innkeepers, Horse Jockeys, & In-

 dian traders, anld that the Men under them, are a direct copy of their Officers, nor can

 it well be otherwise, as they are a gathering from the scun of the worst of people in

 every Country, who have wrought themselves up, into a panick at the very namne of

 Indians." Pitt Correspondence I, p. 342. A short while -fter this Forbes conm-

 mended the behaviour of some of the provincial troops in resistinig an attack of the

 French. " I was extreamly angry to find our people had not pursued and attacked

 their rear in their retreat, from which we might have made reprizalls, but as our

 troops were mostly provincialls, I was obliged to attribute it to their ignorance, for to

 do justice I must commend the spirit of some of the provincialls particularly the Mary-
 land troops, who I retained in the Service, after being left to disband by their Pro-

 vince." Pitt Correspondence I, p. 372. On April IO, 1758, Washington wrote to

 Stanwix to mention him in favorable terms to Forbes " as a person, who would gladly

 be distinguished in some measure from the common run of provincial officers, as I

 understand there will be a motley herd of us." Washington, Writings (ed. W. C.

 Ford) I1, p. 6. Washington, however, subsequently wrote that the Virginians ac-

 quired " very great applause for their gallant behavior " in action, and that he him-

 self " had the honor to be pnblickly complimented " by Forbes on the same occasion.

 Ibid., p. 99; cf. p. I02.

 4 Pitt Correspondence r, p. 245. TIhe delay was due in the main to Pennsylvanlia.

 See Ibid., pp. 275, 276.
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 Provinces, is the Levying, Cloathing and Pay of the Men"-

 were construed by some of the colonies to mean that they were

 exempt from furnishing their men with camp necessaries and

 utensils as they had formerly done. "But this," Abercromby

 wrote, " I have got the better on." '

 The high mark of colonial cooperation was reached in the

 campaign of 1758. In 1759 there was a slight falling-off, and

 in general the same difficulties were encountered as in 1758,

 especially in the Southern colonies.2 Massachusetts,3 Con-

 necticut,4 and New York again showed the most public spirit.5

 For 1760 the same number of provincial soldiers was desired as

 in the two preceding campaigns. Amherst, the commander-

 in-chief, did not anticipate that there would be any difficulty in

 raising the required number of men,6 but some talk of a prob-

 able peace with France delayed the levying of troops.7 This

 in turn interfered with the military operations. Amherst wrote:

 " The Sloth of the Colonies in raising their Troops, and sending

 them to their Rendez-vous, made it impracticable for me to

 move the Troops on, so soon as I could have wished." 8 In

 general, the various colonies again afforded about the same rela-

 tive support as in the preceding campaigns.9 The Southern

 I Abercromby to Pitt, April 28, I758. Am. and W'. I. 87.

 2 Stanwix to Pitt, June 22, I759. Am. and W. 1. 9I.

 3 Massachusetts provided for 6500 men. Pownall to Pitt, March i6 and April 19,

 1759. Am. and W. I. 72.

 4Connecticut provided for 4600 men. Fitch to Pitt, April s6 and July 14, I759.

 Am. and W. I. 72.

 S New Jersey provided for one thousand men, as in the preceding year when Aber-

 cromby criticized this action. The governor, Francis Bernard, wrote to Pitt on March

 20, 1759, that New Jersey showed her zeal for the cause in voting I000 men, as her

 population was only 70,000 to 8o,ooo and as she was spending yearly on the war

 ?70,000, whereas Pennsylvania which was five times as populous, raised only
 ?Io00,000. Am. and W. I. 72.

 6 Pitt Correspondence II, p. 226. 'Ibid. II, pp. 301, 302.

 8Ibid. II, p. 305: Amherst to Pitt, June 21, 1760.

 9Connecticut provided for 5000 men. Pitt Correspondence, II, p. 273. Massa-

 chusetts provided for 5000 men over and above those in garrison at Louisburg and

 in Nova Scotia. Ibid. II, p. 254. New York provided for 2680 men and New

 Hampshire for 800 men. Ibid. II, pp. 286, 289. Pennsylvania provided for 2700

 men. Ibid. II, p. 276.
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 colonies were again backward," and their attitude caused Pitt

 to send them a stinging rebuke " for the Want of Zeal, they

 have shown on former Occasions for the King's Service." 2 Of

 these Maryland 'had failed in its Duty' and North Carolina

 was ' extremely wanting.'

 In I 760 Montreal fell, and with it Canada became virtually a

 British possession. Hence there was not the same need for

 colonial troops, and the Northern colonies were asked to raise

 only two-thirds of their previous levies, while the delinquent

 Southern colonies were asked to raise as many men as was pos-

 sible.3 The removal of the danger of a French invasion, how-

 ever, lessened the ardor of the colonies, and their responses

 were less satisfactory than they had been during the preceding

 years.4 In 176I, Egremont, then secretary of state, censured

 the Southern colonies for their neglect, just as Pitt had censured

 them the year before.' The same number of troops was again

 requisitioned for the campaign of 1762.6 Maryland, Pennsyl-

 l Sharpe to Pitt, April 14, 1760, to the effect that there was no hope for troops
 from Maryland. Pitt Correspondence II, pp. 274, 275. The same was true of North

 Carolina. Ibid. II, p. 297.

 2 Pitt to Amherst, December I7, 1760. Am. and W. L. 77. South Carolina and,
 to some extent, Virginia also were undeservedly included in this rebuke. According

 to Bull, the lieutenant-governor of South Carolina, that colony was unable to raise

 men for service under Amherst as its strength was needed to cope with the Cherokees.

 Pitt Correspondence II, pp. 286, 287, 420-425. In 1760 Virginia had I400 men in

 her pay, of whom iooo were detached to assist South Carolina in the Cherokee war,

 thus leaving only 400 for service under General Monckton. Ibid. II, pp. 415-416.

 3Ibid. II, pp. 365-370?

 4 Amherst to Pitt, May 4, 176I: I imagine, the former apprehension of the En.
 emy invading the Provinces being now totally ceased, their Confidence of their own

 safety, may be the Occasion, that His Majesty's Requisition for this further Aid, has

 not been, so immediately and fully complyed with as ought to have been." Pitt Cor.

 respondence II, p. 426. For the attitudes of the various colonies, see ibid. II, pp.

 415, 416, 419, 420-425, etpassirn.
 5 Egremont, December 12, 176I, to the governors of Pennsylvania, Maryland,

 North and South Carolina. Am. and W. I. 77. Pennsylvania was not included in

 this censure.

 6The Northern colonies, including Penn%ylvania, were asked to raise the same
 levies as In 176I, that is, two-thirds of the levies asked for in 1758, 1759 and 1760;

 and the Southern colonies were asked to raise as many men as possible. Egremont

 to the colonial governors, Dec. I2, 176I. Am. and W. I. 77.
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 vania and North Carolina were this year especially rebuked for

 their failure to respond., A small body of colonial troops

 was used in the successful attack on Havana,2 and it was in-

 tended to use them also in the proposed expedition against

 Louisiana, which however, had to be abandoned on account of

 the inadequate force available.3

 From this survey of events during the war it will be apparent

 that the requisition system was largely a failure. The most

 active and energetic colonies were Massachusetts, Connecticut

 and New York, which together furnished nearly seven-tenths of

 all the colonial troops, while their population was only only

 about one-third of the total number of whites in the continental

 colonies.4 In addition to the troops raised for the army,

 Massachusetts supported forts and garrisons, and had scouts on

 the frontier. Moreover, though suffering from an economic

 depression, this colony kept two armed vessels at sea.5 The

 I Egrenmont to Amherst, July io an(l September i i, 1762. Am. and W. 1. 77.

 2Amherst was instructed to send 4000 troops to Albemiiarle for the attack on
 [Havana, and he was to endeavor to raise in America some provincial troops as part
 of these 4000. 'T'he following provincial troops served with Albenmarle: from New

 Jersey, 222; froni Rhode Island, 217; from New York, 567; from Connecticuit, 912.

 Albemarle was instructed to treat these provincial troops as regulars; and Amherst
 was also " authorized to offer to the said Provincials any further I)ouceurs that He
 shall think proper and reasonable." Albeniarle was enjoined to " take especial Care.

 that They be treated with all such proper Attention and Humanity, that 'Theynmay not

 return Home disgusted with the Service, but, on the Contrary, may be induced readily
 and chearfully to Act in conjunction with Our Rtegular Forces on any future Occa-

 sions." Secret Instructions to Albemarle, ?? 7 and 8 el pzssimn, in Colonial Corre-

 spondence, Hlavana 1.

 3It was intended to attack Louisiana after the expedition against }lavana had its
 issue. Amherst was instructed to send 4000 men to assist Alhemarle against Havana,

 and, on the fall of that city, these troops were to be returned to hini. 'T'hen with 8ooo
 men he was to attack Louisiana. Trhe great mortality among the English troops in
 Cuba due to sickness prevented Albemarle from returning these troops to Amherst,
 and the Louisiana enterprise had to be abandoned. Egremont to Amherst, Januar)

 13, JulY io, September II, 1762. Am. and W. I. 77. Amherst to Egremont, May
 12, 1762. Am. and W. I. 97. Secret Instructions to Albemarle. Colonial Cor-

 respondence, llavaiia 1. Albemarle to Egremont, August 21, I762, and October 7,
 1762. Ibid.

 I Board of Trade's estimate, August 29, 1755. Am. and W. 1. 605.

 5Pownall to Admiralty, September 12, I757. Admiralty, Secretary, In-Letters
 3818. In 1758 Massachusetts had a twenty-gun ship. Pownall to Pitt, September

 30, 1758. Am. and. W. I. 71. See also Massachusetts Acts and Resolves III, p.

 989 (1756-57, c. 12) et passiMn.
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 least public-spirited colonies were North Carolina, Maryland

 and Pennsylvania. In North Carolina the enthusiasm of Gov-

 ernor Dobbs was not able to arouse the colony from its indiffer-

 ence to the great struggle, in which its own vital interests were

 intimately bound tip. In the two other colonies, local political

 disputes interfered with effective support. In Maryland there

 was a serious quarrel between the two branches of the legisla-

 ture, one popularly elected, the other appointed by the proprie-

 tor. Similarly, at this inopportune time, the Assembly in Penn-

 sylvania sought to bring to an issue its disputed right to tax the

 proprietary estates. In the case of both these colonies there

 is good reason for thinking that they were not acting with

 entire sincerity and that they availed themselves of these dis-

 putes to shirk their simple duty.' But apart from the merits

 of these controversies, it is apparent that a system which allowed

 a colony to evade in whole or in part the performance of its ob-

 ligations as a part of the Empire was inherently vicious. Each

 colony was intent on seeing what the others were doing, and the

 action of the least zealous tended to become the standard by

 which the others regulated themselves.2 The system was an

 I See Forbes to Pitt, July 10, 1758. Am. and W. I. 87. The Maryland Coun-
 cil refused to agree to the hill for raising troops in the form in which it had passed the

 lower house. Concerning this bill, Mereness (Maryland, p. 333) says that fromll sev-
 eral clauses in it " one is inclined to infer that the real intention of the house which

 passed it was to emibarrass the government of the provinces rather than to give assist-
 ance to General Fiorbes." Two years later (April 14, 1760) Governor Sharpe wrote

 to Pitt that the lower house again presented the objectionable bill to the Council " not
 expecting their Concurrence, but conceiving that it would have a better Appearance
 for them to Vote Supplies & then propose to raise them by a Bill which they knew
 would be rejected, than at once to declare themselves entirely averse to granting any
 Money for His Majesty's Service." Sharpe added: " I am convinced that a Majority
 of their Constituents (now they think themselves secure from Danger) are really averse

 to being burthened with any new Taxes." Am. and W. I. 72. The sincerity of the
 Pennsylvania legislature is also open to serious question. See W. R. Shepherd, His-
 tory of Proprietary Government in Pennsylvania, pp. 448 et seq. and p. 469. Gov-

 ernor Hamilton wrote to Pitt, May 12, 176I: " I cannot help being of Opinion, that
 they never did intend, from the beginning, to comply with his Majesty's requisitions

 in the smallest degree, but at the price of obtaining for themselves Powers and Ad-
 vantages, which must have render'd the Government so weak anid impotent, as to be
 unable, at any future time, to contend with them, however necessary it might be."
 Pitt Correspondence II, pp. 432-435.

 2 Loudoun to Pitt, February 14, 1758. " The Precedent, of one Province break-
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 unfair one. It threw a relatively larger share of the burden on

 public-spirited colonies, whose activity was thus penalized, while

 at the same tirme a premium was placed on neglect of duty. It

 diminished the potential military strength of the colonies during

 the greatest crisis of their existence, forcing the mother country

 to make up, in part at least, the deficiency thus created. It also

 limited the extent of the operations themselves; for, had more

 troops been available, it is probable that Louisiana would have
 been conquered. From a military standpoint as well, the sys-

 tem was deficient. The successive commanders-in-chief wasted

 much time and energy in obtaining the colonial levies. In order

 to secure the needed support, they were repeatedly forced to

 interfere in the internal politics of the colonies, especially in

 Pennsylvania. Disputes as to the conditions and duration of

 service were frequent. It was never exactly known how many

 troops the colonies would provide, and occasionally their tardi-
 ness in arriving for service unduly delayed an expedition. In
 all these different ways military operations were hampered, and

 the efficiency of the army impaired. Thus, the experiences of
 the war served but to reinforce the conclusion reached already

 by many in 1755, that the defence of the colonies in time of
 peace could not with safety be left to them because of their lack

 of union, and also that they could not be relied upon as a whole

 to provide voluntarily for their due proportion of the necessary

 military establishment.
 GEORGE Louis BEER.

 NEW YORK CITY.

 ing off and not furnishing in Conjunction with the others, may have very bad Effects,
 as the Universal Plan in this Country is, to throw all Expences off themselves and lay
 it on the Mother Couintry; therefore the Danger is, others will follow the Example."
 Pitt Correspondence I, p. I87.
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